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Robert L. Schneider, class of ’49, 

i hen h speaks from experience when he says... 

“United S Steel nited States Stee 

ff limited tuniti ing 

tically all engineering fields” 

_ : — = - ., - s. 4 

ee : _ " 

[TX 1949 Robert L. Schneider gradu- “Opportunities are unlimited. U.S. permits a man to find the fields he 
ated from college with degrees in Steel is such a large and diversified or- wants to pursue.” 

engineering and physics. After being ganization that the future is not re- If you are interested in a challenging 
interviewed by United States Steel, he stricted to your current department or and rewarding career with United 
was accepted as a trainee. Then after division. Transfer to equal or better States Steel and feel that you can 

a year, he was advanced to a test engi- positions in numerous other divisions is qualify, you can obtain further details 

neer in the Maintenance Department; always possible.” from your college placement director. 
then to a power soreman in the Power & To all future graduate engineers Mr. Or we will gladly send you our informa- 
Fuel Division. By 1953, he had been Schneider says, “U.S. Steel offers the tive booklet, “Paths of Opportunity,” 
made Power Superintendent at the best opportunity to get an overall pic- upon request. Just write to United 

Power & Fuel Division at the Carrie ture of and experience in industry to- States Steel Corporation, Personnel 
Furnaces. . . day. U.S. Steel is big enough to cover Division, Room 1628, 525 William Penn 

As superintendent, he is responsible practically all engineering fields and Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 
for the operation and maintenance of 

power producing and distributing facili- SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR It’s a full-hour TV program 
ties for the plant which supplies elec- presented every other week by United States Steel. Consult your local 
trical power to several of our largest newspaper for time and station. 
steel mills around Pittsburgh. Such ad- 
vancement is not unusual at U.S. Steel. 

As for the future, Schneider says, 

AMERICAN BRIDGE . , AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE . . COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL . . CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL . . GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING . . NATIONAL TUBE 

OIL WELL SUPPLY .. TENNESSEE COAL & IRON . . UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS . . UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY . . Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH 

UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. + UNION SUPPLY COMPANY + UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY * UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 4-1892



1923—first aerial refueling 
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1954—Boeing KC-97 tankers completed 16,000 refuelings last year 

° ° ° 30 years of progress in aerial refueling 

The small picture shows the first acrial of virtually EVERY type: civil, me- In addition to stability, Bocing offers 
refucling by the Air Force. The large chanical, electrical and acronautical. an unusual varicty of rescarch, design 
picture shows a Boeing KC-97, today’s Thc company employs draftsmcn and and production opportunitics, includ- 
standard Air Force tanker, transferring engineering aides for routine work, thus ing work with new matcrials, guided 
600 gallons of fucl a minute toa Boeing —_frecing engincers for morc creative missiles, jet bombers and transports, 
B-47 Stratojet bomber. assignments. and research in nuclear-powered air- 

Bocing pioncered acrial refueling an sews sag TAFE and supersonic flight. 
tankers and equipment. Further, during 2+ Bocing makes it possible for cngi- 
its 38 ycars, it has constantly pionccred 8+ necrs to take graduate studics while 
trend-setting designs in commercial and x } t working, and reimburses them for all 
military aircraft. This has meant such tuition expenses. 
continuous growth that Bocing now Boeing engincers enjoy long-range ca- For further Boeing career information, 
employs more engineers than ever be- _ reers—46% of them have been at Bocing consult your Placement Office, or write: 
fore, including the World War II peak. 5 or more ycars, 25% have been here JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer—Personnel 
Boeing offers stable careers to engineers 10 years, and 6% for 15 years. Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Wash. 

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON WICHITA, KANSAS 
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O7%b ...« \eader in the DESIGN... 
DEVELOPMENT and PRODUCTION of TURBO-JET 

= and TURBO-PROP ENGINES 

a! unusual OPPORTUNITIES for progress 

eR” ina field where future development _ 

is unlimited. That field is / 
ee LS AIRCRAFT TURBINE ENGINES 

- <s es ee > | 

We'd like to tell you more about our expanding, long-range engineer- 

ing program. And, explain how you can build YOUR engineering 

career with Allison in Indianapolis. Allison offers REAL opportunity for 

the young engineer with the qualifications and potential for progress 

with a pace setter in advanced types of aircraft power. Write for 

additional information and application blank: R. G. GREENWOOD, 

Engineering College Contact, ALLISON DIVISION, General Motors 

Corporation, Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 

ny / C7¢ DIVISION, GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION, Indianapolis, Ind. 

LS Design, development and production—high power TURBINE ENGINES, PROPELLERS and ACTUATORS for modern 
aircraft... heavy duty TORQMATIC DRIVES for Ordnance and Commercial vehicles . . . DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE 

eo PARTS... PRECISION BEARINGS for gasoline and Diesel engines and special application. 
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Delbert N. De Young received a B.S. in Chem. Eng. from the University k ; 
of Wisconsin last June. Now he is working for an M.S. degree. By asking . jo i 
questions, he’s learned that many excellent industrial opportunities are © : 
passed over because they’re not understood by the average undergraduate. | Ne | 

Clarence D. Bell, B.S., Chem. Eng., Univ. of 
Pitts. (1937), joined Du Pont as a chemical engineer 

ce ” immediately after graduation. He began in the re- 
, . search group of the Ammonia Department, pro- Clarence “Ding” Bell answers: Faas cht ammens Deparment: Pre 

number of other products. Today he is an Assistant 
Director of Sales in the Polychemicals Department. 

Well, if I said ‘All sorts,” it might sound a bit vague to man is going to be truly effective in such a situation, he 
you, Del, but it would be very close to the truth. That’s must possess certain human qualities in addition to his 

because technical sales work at Du Pont—bearing in technical ability. That is, he must really like people and 
mind the great diversity of products we have—is broader be sincerely interested in helping them solve their prob- 
in scope than a lot of other technical assignments, and lems. He must—in every sense of the word—be an 
requires additional talents. ‘“sambassador” who can handle human relationships 

Let’s suppose that one of Du Pont’s customers is smoothly and effectively. 
having technical difficulties—needs help in adapting Take the depth suggested by this simple example, 
“Teflon” to a specific gasketing application, for exam- Del, and multiply it by a breadth representing all the 
ple. When our sales representative calls, he naturally challenging problems you’ll run into with Du Pont’s 

must carry with him the engineering knowledge that’s diversity of products. If your slide rule isn’t too far out y OF Dp 
the basis for sound technical advice—data on flexural of alignment, the resulting area should give you some 
fatigue, chemical passivity, and deformation under load. idea of what I meant by “all sorts’’ of work. 
The customer is receptive. He wants to make a better Let me emphasize one more point. The importance of 
product, increase his sales, reduce costs—or do all three. effective sales work is fully understood and appreciated 
Naturally, he’s looking for reliable technical advice and at Du Pont! In the past, sales work has been one of the 
intelligent actions that apply to his specific conditions. active roads to top management jobs. There is every 
With the cooperation of the customer and help from reason to believe that this will continue in the future. 
our own research people, when necessary, the problem 
will sooner or later be “‘licked.” 

We have found, though, that if a technical service 

Are you inclined toward sales work? There are four main 
types of sales activity in the Du Pont Company—tech- 
nical sales service, sales development, market research 
and direct selling. Information on sales, and many other 
facts about working with Du Pont, are given in “The 

AEG-U.s-PAT OFF Du Pont Company and the College Graduate.” Write for 
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING your copy of this free 36-page booklet to E.1.du Pont de 

... THROUGH CHEMISTRY jlemours & Co. (Inc.), 2521 Nemours Building, Wilming- 

WATCH “‘CAVALCADE OF AMERICA” ON TELEVISION 
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ANNOUNCING U.S. CIVIL The Student Engineer's Magagine 
SERVICE EXAMINATIONS 

STUDENT TRAINEE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 
Positions, covering various fields 

of science and engineering, pay o_O 

$2,750 to $3,175 a year and are Saag SCO ECEMBER OE Ne 

located in various activities of the Nolume 5? DECEMBER, 1954 Number 3 

Potomac River Naval Command in 

Washington, D. C., and surround- EDITORIAL STAFF BUSINESS STAFF 

ing area, and the Engineer Center, 

U.S. Army, Fort Belvoir, Virginia. Editor Business Manager 

Applicants must be high school KNEELAND Goprrey, Jr., c’55 Carrot Ranps, m’55 
graduates who have completed 
courses which would admit them Associate Editor . Associate Business Manager 

to an engineering curriculum = at Gene Worscuecx, m’55 Rosert Koun, m’55 

college, or they must be college 

students who are majoring in one Assistant Editors , Local Advertising Manager 

of the fields covered by this ex- Jox Baumcartner, ch’56 James Cuerwinxa, ch’56 
amination. Those selected will par- Rosert Henvces, ch’56 

ticipate in special training  pro- National Advertising Manager 

grams requiring alternate periods Story Editors , CLARENCE REWER, ¢’55 
of attendance at college and work. Don Epwarps, m’55 

Further information and appli- Ron Parkinson, ch’55 Circulation Staff 

cation forms may be obtained from Dick Wurte, ¢55 GeorcE Knupsen, m’55, mgr. 
the U. S. Civil Service: Commis- Copy Editor Joun Rapxe, met’56 

sion, Washington 25, D. C. Brut. Gresenz, ch’55 

Sales Staff 
ENGINEERING DRAFTSMAN Photographers Barciay Ginrrn, met’S7 

$2,750 to $5,940 a Year > 
Dave DavuTERMAN, ¢’55 Jute Bercavuer, e’55 

STATISTICAL DRAFTSMAN ? > | SO75D in $4,008 w Vout Jim: Ricuarps, met’58 James CLAPP, 55 

Positions are located in Wash- Art Editors James Brcxien,met’59 
ington, D. C., Alexandria, Va., and Bos Kasecuma, c’55 James Rypzewsk1, che’56 

Montgomery and Prince Georges Larry McCormick, ch’55 

Counties, Md. The work includes Publicity ° 

the: pertosmunos; mevieve, amiswper Fritz Canis, m’55 BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
vision of drafting work or mechani- 

cal drawing, which is directly re- Staff W. K. New, Chairman 
lated to engineering or architec- Don TACKE J. A. Gace, Faculty Adviser 

tural activities of a professional 

and scientific nature. MEMBER OF 

Each applicant must submit with ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES ASSOCIATED 

his application an original sample, Chairman: Publishers’ Representative: 
in ink, on drawing paper, to show Proressor THOs. FARRELL, JR. LirrELL—Murray—Barnul.y, INc, 
proficiency in the branch of draft- State University of Iowa 101 Park Ave., New York 

ing for which he is applying. Iowa City, Iowa 605 N, Michigan Ave., Chicago 

Applicants must have minimum Any article herein may be reprinted provided due credit is given, except where 
total experience of one year which republication rights are expressly reserved by the author. 

may be. satisfied by professional —eEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeESEEEyzyzmaRaeaeaeeaeaaoo———— 
experience or completion of a 4 Entered as second class matter September 26, 1910, at the Post Office at Madison, 

: . ea a4 Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at a special rate 
year high school curriculum which of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized Oct. 21, 1918. 
has included four 14 year courses, ee 

two of them in drafting, and the Published monthly from October to May inclusive by the Wisconsin Engineering 
silt 5 ese Journal Association, 331 Mechanical Engineering Building, Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

others in math or art. 
For further information write to: Subscription Price 

U. S. Civin, Service Commission, $1.00 PER YEAR . SINGLE COPY 25c 

Washington 25, D. C. and ask for 

announcement No. 356. ee 
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FOUNDED 1896 

Yn This Sssue a 

ARTICLES 

Page 

PUTTING OLD SOL TO WORK... .. . 2. 1. ee. by Dick White C55 14 

A survey of solar energy research 

SCIENTIFIC MANPOWER ............. 0.4024 by Dr. Joseph O. Hirschfelder 16 

How to best utilize our scientific manpower during the cold war 

TAKING A JOB INTERVIEW... . 1... 1 1 1. 1... by Professor Henry Goehring 18 

Good tips on how to make a good interview 

THE UNWRITTEN LAWS OF ENGINEERING ..... .... . Edited by Bob Hentges ch’56 21 

What is expected from the professional engineer 

© 

DEPARTMENTS 

Page Page 

EDITORIAL 2.68 2 sw 8 es we «© «© wm ¢ DD SCIENCE HIGHLIGHTS . Carl Burnard, ¢57 32 

MEET THE AUTHOR . . Fritz Callies m’55 13 ALUMNI NOTES. . . . . Dick Paske, &’56 33 

W.S.P.E. . . . . . Jon Baumgartner, ch’56 22 SO YOU THINK YOU’RE SMART 

ENGINE-EARS . . . . Ron Schroeder, m’57 28 Fore ne ee ee 4 4 Sneedly, bs'59 44 

CAMPUS NEWS. . . . Bob Hentges, ch’56 29 STATIC . 2... 1. ee 46 

e 

FRONTISPIECE 

Alpha Poppy is not the name of a flower or a new fraternity, but the name chosen by General Electric engi- 
neers for a new radiation detector. 

It looks like the common conception of a futuristic ray gun, but it doesn’t send rays; it “catches” them. 
The device is designed to check work areas and clothing for sources of alpha radiation, which can be dan- 

gerous if absorbed internally. It will often be used with equipment that sends out warning “pops” when alpha 
contamination is detected. 

A tiny bit of radioactive material no larger than a pinhead will emit alpha particles for thousands of 
years. Since alpha radiation quickly dissipates its energy in air, it is normally harmless except when a source 
of such radiation becomes lodged inside the body. 

The “muzzle” of the pistol-like Alpha Poppy is passed close over the areas of suspected contamination. 
Tissue-thin aluminum foil lets in alpha rays, but keeps out ordinary light. 

The alpha rays are “caught” by a zinc sulphide screen, which causes them to expend their energy, creating 
light. The light is converted to electrical impulses, which are amplified thousands of times and can be used to 
obtain an audible or visible signal. 

OO ———— 
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Rollpin is driven into holes ge | 
drilled to normal production- ee — = 2 line tolerances. a ae : 

fe P33 
Be o: i 
L a 4 Rollpin is the slotted tubular steel pin with chamfered ends that is 

“ZA ae \. = cutting production and maintenance costs in every class of industry. 
pt YY ZN Zs : J : bos BZ é \* | This modern fastener drives easily into standard holes, com- 
oN \ eee ic = 2 ‘ . . os . Se : i. pressing as driven. Its spring action locks it in place—regardless of 
. : ae impact loading, stress reversals or severe vibration. Rollpin is 
Bee ee BI z z "dp eomipraaees as HVE; readily removable and can be re-used in the same hole. 

k 4 
Re ee ee e a 

7 tp og | ot If you use locating dowels, hinge pins, rivets, set screws —or 

BZ ye straight, knurled, tapered or cotter type pins—Rollpin can cut 

| XGA s va your costs. Mail our coupon for design information. 

Be St NS 

Rollpin fits flush . . . is vibration-proof. 

poe . 

A | Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America : 
(Glol- y | Dept. R16-CM, 2330 Vauxhall Road, Unon, N. J. RGAIoTO \ I | S y Please send me the following free fastening information: : : : fear or O J 4 | CO Rollpin bulletin Oo Hers, 3,8 Growing of our j 

as a rivet oP a hinge pin I O Elastic Stop Nut bulletin would you suggest? | 
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MOST OF THE RESEARCH WORK that led to the development of 
Ultraforming—a more efficient and economical refining process— took 
place in the Whiting research laboratories of Standard Oil, above. 
Extensive studies in seventeen research-scale units demonstrated 
the merits of cyclic regeneration. 

Standard Oil scientists develop Ultraforming-=-- 

the latest in catalytic reforming 

After several years of research, Standard Oil Ultraforming units do not have to be shut 

scientists have developed a new and important down when the catalyst begins to lose activity 
refining process— Ultraforming. through use. By a new technique, an im- 

The process is a better way of improving the proved platinum catalyst is regenerated to 

low-octane straight-run gasoline found in crude maintain peak performance. 
oil. To make such gasoline suitable for present The advantages of Ultraforming over pre- 
day cars, refiners must change it into an en- vious methods are so great that Standard Oil 
tirely different material, which gives good anti- and its subsidiary companies are building units 

knock performance. The change is known as at four refineries. They will start operating 
reforming. this year. The new process, of course, is avail- 

Ultraforming is the last word in catalytic able to the petroleum industry through licens- 
reforming. It gives greater yields of higher ing arrangements. 
octane gasoline than were previously possible At Standard Oil, young engineers and chem- 
and gets good results even with poor feed ists work with the stimulating knowledge that 
stocks. In addition, it raises the yield of they are participating in important and last- 
hydrogen, an increasingly valuable by-product ing contributions to the oil industry and to 
of catalytic reforming. their country. 

Standard Oil Company _ (stanparp 
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 89, Illinois 
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“NEW DEPARTURES” IN SCIENCE & INVENTION 
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| Naturally Dr. Diesel was proud of his engine. He 
| was delighted! He’d spent the best years of his life 
| this “new departure.”” So many experiments. So 
| O’ EERE vag ‘ ‘ aS ar many failures. He finally succeeded in 1897, and 

pial engineers everywhere acclaimed the Diesel engine. i: | 
S| a Ever since, better and better Diesels have been 

HES | GSS i built. Smoother-running, more compact, more 
| nee aaa Cea powerful, more dependable. And New Departure 
|_/ ey NS has helped. For example, the double-row angular- 
\/ rs “SSS contact ball bearing which supports the rotors in 

! i hae the GM Diesel Supercharger. This bearing was 
i ee rey) designed and developed by New Departure. It is 

Hes Ren Ka just one of many reasons for New Departure’s wide ae BESS nt eg By " (ee ‘ reputation for ball bearing leadership. abc 
let OL yaa 

att Sawa Lory ee a BALL ee } 
7 aCe 4 ff dl 

Sa ! be P vi le cl jose axle Lond _ Ue lt . | : 

in ir ond ting seeor he - oe RY iesel Supercharger. | @cA _ 
wee od did Te enon pe ome al lala » Weereeesld New Departure: ll rertrt~w~w~—C*:*S*S:* 

O EL NEW DEPARTURE » DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS + BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT 
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The Lockheed Missile Systems Division 

| announces an advanced study program for 

t 

University of Southern California « University of California at Los Angeles 

The Lockheed Graduate Study Council offers an Students who are United States citizens or The industrial assignment will be on the 
Advanced Study Program to enable members of the Armed Services being Research and Engineering Staff of 
exceptionally qualified individuals to honorably separated and holding Lockheed Missile Systems Division. 
obtain Master of Science degrees in B.S. Degrees in Physics, Electrical The Advanced Study Program will be 
prescribed fields. Under this plan the Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, at one of the Universities named 
participants are employed in their and Aeronautical Engineering are above. If sufficient number of 

: chosen fields in industry and eligible. Candidates must qualify qualified students apply, as many 
s concurrently pursue graduate study. for graduate standing. as 100 awards will be granted. 

During the regular school year the industrial Salaries will be determined by the Tuition, admission fees and costs of 
assignment will be coordinated individual’s qualifications and textbooks covering the number of 
with the Study Program to permit a experience in accordance with ‘ units required by the University 
half-time University schedule of accepted current standards. for a Master of Science Degree, 
advanced study. During the school Participants are eligible for health, will be borne by Lockheed. A 
vacation periods participants will accident and life insurance as well travel and moving allowance will be 
be employed full-time at the as other benefits accorded full-time provided for those residing outside 
Lockheed Missile Systems Division. staff members. i the Southern California area. 

How to apply: 

Contact your placement bureau or write 

The Graduate Study Council for an application form 

GRADUATE STUDY COUNCIL and brochure giving full details of the program. 

MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION : a . ™~ “ ee — aii re ue —a— = | : 
eae « : - ., ry as al LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION *% ca , ss CN ees: ona Wee ta reared |, Ms SS oe ‘ a me a a 4 ” Pe 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC ALPHA RADIATION DETECTOR 
See page 5
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A C f Engineering? ew ourse— enera ngtineering. 

Why not have a General Engineering course at the University of Wiscon- 

sin—one which offers some courses in each branch of engineering? Many, if not 

most, high school seniors who wish to enter Engineering School don’t really know 

which of the branches they want, because they haven’t had enough contact with 

actual engineering work. 

Some field may at first seem more glamorous than the others, but will not 

turn out to be the one for which the engineer is best suited. 

The course should emphasize the basics—mathematics, physics, chemistry, 

mechanical drawing, mechanics. English in all forms—grammar, writing, and 

speaking, need to be taught. The engineer must know how to express himself 

well. Some Commerce courses would fit into this curriculum, for the future engi- 

neer will need to be acquainted with the principles by which the business world 

is governed. Many men who start in engineering end up on the business end of 

manufacturing. 

Six credits of History courses are now required of each engineering student. 

Perhaps a few elective credits should be laid aside for recommended Letters 

and Science courses, too. 

Each of the engineering departments should have courses offered in the 

General Course: thermodynamics, surveying, electrical engineering, metallurgy, 

and others. Then, after the second or third year, the student would decide on 

his major in one of the engineering fields. 

The suggested General Engineering course offers the student an oppor- 

tunity to get the feel of what engineering is like, before he must decide definitely 

on which field he will make his life’s work. He then need have no doubts or mis- 

givings that the field he chose was right for him. 

K. A. G. 
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by Fritz Callies, m’55 

: He is a graduate of Penn State three years here at Wisconsin, but 
— University, the University of Chi- also has been an active member of 

: cago, and Harvard Business School, numerous campus organizations. 
oo 7 and also attended Bethany College. Last year, for instance, besides be- 

: — e f ing Alumni Notes Editor of the 
a ev iy — Wisconsin Engineer, he was treas- 
— 3 \ 4 fe : eee urer of Chi Epsilon, secretary- 
, ‘ ae eel treasurer of the Society of Ameri- 
a om | can Military Engineers, trustee of 
i a ' the University Presbyterian Church, 
eC co secretary of the Men’s Halls Asso- 

, of | ciation Workshop Club, vice-presi- 
PROF. HENRY G. COEHRING y e dent of Ochsner House, member of 
Taking a Job Interview”, page 18 7 ] : Tau Beta Pi and Phi Eta Sigma, 

Professor Goehring, Placement S ee a secretary of the 1954 Midwestern 
Director for the College of Engi- Le ‘A : : j kA A.S.C.E. Conference, and recipient 
neering, and Coordinator of the OR Al ~ of Sophomore High Honors, of the 
University Placement Services, has a DICK WHITE Milwaukee Society of Iron and 
been at Wisconsin since 1948. He Solar Energy,” page 14 Steel Fabricators’ Scholarship, and 
has an extensive background in in- One of the University of Wis- of the Gold Medal Award for Out- 

dustry, having spent 17 years with consin’s outstanding Civil Engi- standing M.S. III cadet in Corps 

United States Steel Corporation in neering students, Dick White, is of Engineers R.O.T.C. 
production and industrial relations. playing hookey for this semester Dick, a native of Chetek, Wis- 
Prior to this he taught mathemat- _ while recuperating from a siege of _ consin, will begin his senior year in 
ics at the University of West Vir- pericarditis. White, co-founder of — February. He plans to work for his 
ginia, and also taught high school “Callies and White — Consulting Uncle Samuel for a couple years 
and coached athletics in Pennsyl- Engineers”, not only has compiled after graduation, and then go into 
vania for four years. an enviable grade point in his first the field of structural engineering. 
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—Photo Courtesy Convair 
Fig. 1.—Convair’s 120-inch solar furnace is shown here. Rays from the sun are collected by the large aluminum mirror and 

reflected to a dime-size focal point. When sky conditions are ideal, the furnace can develop a temperature of 8500° F., approxi- 
mately 85 per cent of the temperature of the sun’s surface. 

RESEARCHERS ARE Now INvESTIGATING SEVERAL PROPOSED APPLICATIONS OF SOLAR ENERGY 

by Richard White, ¢’56 

During the last half century the industry and utilities more energy last year than did our ancestors in the 

of the world, especially in the United States, have been first 75 years of America’s existence; thus it is easy to 
using power in ever-increasing amounts. These huge _ realize why officials connected with the conservation of 
increases have been largely responsible for our present resources are becoming quite alarmed. However, there 
high standard of living and industrial might, but they are two new practically limitless power sources—the 

have also put heavy demands on available sources of oft-mentioned atomic energy utilizing uranium and 

energy, so future exhaustion of several of these sources thorium, and the seldom-discussed solar energy that 
now seems certain unless we can derive power from has even greater peace-time power possibilities. 

other methods. America, with only 7% of the world’s Each year the world receives over 400 quadrillion 
population, is particularly hard on energy consump- (4 x 10**) kilowatt hours of energy from the rays of the 
tion, using 45% of the world’s 1953 production. We used — sun, and over 99% of this energy is lost to man. An ex- 
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ample of the true magnitude of this amount is: the with 998 BTU per square foot per day. Figures on 
energy striking the roof of an average house in one- monthly variation showed that Medford, Oregon, re- 

half hour on a sunny summer day is sufficient to supply _ ceived 2804 BTU sq. ft./day in July, high in the nation, 
that house with heat, light, and utilities for an entire and Seattle, Washington, had the lowest reading—229 

year. Nature’s transformation of solar energy to useful BTU/sq. ft./day in December and January. 

energy is extremely inefficient, and since most con- Perhaps the best design for a solar heating system 

ventional energy originally came from the sun, direct would have a large, south-facing, vertical glass plate 
conversion of solar energy by man-made machinery — collector, which necessitates a large lot free from any 
would certainly be feasible even if the machine’s effi- shadows of adjacent buildings. The heat pump system 
ciency were no more than 5 or 10%. Several such is used rather than the direct utilization method be- 
machines have been developed, and much more re- cause it allows for lower collector plate temperatures 
search is being conducted on similar devices. Present and thus higher collector efficiency (60% on a clear 

inventions include home-heating systems, a solar bat- January day) and smaller collector surface. 
tery, a solar generator, and a solar furnace used in heat- A year-round air conditioning system using either 

testing experimental work. condenser side heat storage and single stage heat 
pump, or evaporator side heat storage and two-step 

Solar Home-Heating Systems condensation heat pump can be used in this set-up. In 

. . . _ addition to having a heat collector and heat pump, 
Studies of data on solar energy received on a hori- 5 OF Heat sovase Heiliey & weeessary. dv this 

zontal surface in 49 U. S. cities have revealed that it oo” HYDE "Ok ee . 7 . ys — ” . 
| . system to allow for the absence of the sun on cloudy 

would be relatively easy, although quite costly ee the days and night darkness. Heat of fusion type storage 
present, to heat a home anywhere in America utilizing eee a . i mul a 

: materials appear to be the best, and a volume equiva- 
solar heat collectors with heat pumps. In amount of lent to a small basement room has been shown: ade: 
radiation received from the sun, El Paso, Texas, had quate for a Lincoln, Nebraska, house with a 62,000 

the highest yearly average of 2037 Bry per square foot BTU per hour design heating load (a small auxiliary 
per day, and East Lansing, Michigan, had the lowest heating system was necessary for several unusually 

cloudy periods). 

aa " With the proper size system, houses anywhere in the 

en ie U. S. could be fully heated by solar energy, but it 

8 ‘ would probably be more economical to use a conven- 

es at i peal eo a tional heat source in conjunction with the solar heat 

eee || eee = collectors in the colder northern states and extremely 
Nea aN pe 8 cloudy localities. Solar house heating has considerable 

id i ve ra a We cid sz if promise and will undoubtedly be the first wide-scale 

ey , BE ae 4 user of solar energy. Standardization and mass produc- 

Tae = tion of collectors and heat storage units would reduce 

_ - _ | rT + S _ : ve ei. SF —sinitial costs to the point that the system could success- 

AN ee fully compete with conventional heating equipment, 

: a any f ee oe eventually reducing home heating costs substantially, 

a _—~ \ i ce and at the same time saving much oil and coal. 

aaa? A a~ e | \ oe ae | Solar Energy Battery 
‘ |! Me pos Bell Telephone Laboratories is the “birthplace” of 

oN 22 ‘ | this amazing invention that may soon be commercially 

Bins i | ‘ feasible for producing electricity. The battery is simple 
ee a 4 : in construction, being made up.of wafer thin strips of 

4 \ : silicon, each 1 by 2 inches in size (Fig. 2). It generates 

ef about 14 volt per strip, and delivers about 38 milliam- 

© a peres of current per square centimeter of strip area. 

3 Invented by three men, C. S. Fuller, G. L. Pearson, 

‘ j and D. M. Chapin, the solar device makes use of p-n 

Fl ; (positive-negative) junctions, which are also the bases 

—Photo Courtesy Bell Telephone Laboratories Of the junction transistor. A microscopic layer of for- 

Fig. 2.—The sun’s rays falling on the new Bell solar battery @i8n material (usually boron) is introduced into the 

are the only source of power needed to operate a small mobile _ silicon strips by heating the semi-conductor wafer with 

sil, eam, senate tes yD. Toms tnd a boron-ontining gas which oetes the pn jntion, 
using a pocket-size radio transmitter containing transistors. Un- When light hits the battery, electrons are displaced in 
der ideal conditions, the transmitter will operate over a distance the silicon and an electrical current is produced. 

of several miles. (Continued on page 42) 
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7 My 7 ee go Ae 

. —_— a a We will probably live for the rest of our lives in a 
clei state of cold war. We shall always have reason to fear 

a sudden attack on ourselves or our families. Most ex- 
: — perts feel that a future war would be sudden and swift 
‘ ; and provide us with little time for preparation. How 

then can America meet such an emergency? 
; eae : If we maintain a large standing army, together with 

q — a large number of professional military scientists and 
: ou. technologists, we will unbalance our economy and lose 

JOSEPH O. HIRSCHFELDER the international battle for industrial supremacy. The 
loss of this battle would lose for us the support of for- 

Professor of Chemistry and Director of the Naval eign nations and leave us in a hopeless military situa- . 
Research Laboratory at the University of Wisconsin, tion. On these accounts it is clear that we must main- 
Dr. Hirschfelder has been judged by fellow scientists tain our traditional “minute-men” philosophy and each 
to be “one of the ten ablest physical chemists in the one must do his part to defend the nation. Each one 
United States”. An authority on nuclear energy, he par- of us must carry on his normal civilian functions but 
ticipated at Los Alamos in the development of the at the same time he must be trained to take his part 
atomic bomb, was chief phenomenologist at the first within a matter of hours in some function in support of 
Bikini underwater tests, and was chairman of the board _ the national defense. 
of editors for that popular civilian-defense handbook, Although the Defense Department has set up elab- 
“The Effects of Atomic Weapons”. orate plans for the stand-by use of manufacturing facili- 

He attended the University of Minnesota for two ties, to the best of my knowledge there is no stand-by 
years, received his B.S. from Yale in 1931, and did plan for the use of individual scientists and technolo- 
postgraduate work at Princeton, where he received his _ gists. Military men are all too prone to think of indi- 
Ph.D. in physics and chemistry in 1936. The following viduals at the same level of training as being inter- 
year he came to the University of Wisconsin as a re- changeable. Each scientist and technologist has a very 
search associate. In March of 1953 he was married to specific area of proficiency which he has developed 
Elizabeth Sokolnikoff of the University math depart- through years of specialized training. If scientists and 

ment. technologists are to be used to best advantage in the 

In the reference work “Who Knows—and What”, national defense, each one must be assigned to a spe- | 

Hirschfelder is credited with having developed at cial emergency function, and steps must be taken to 
Princeton, “the theory of absolute reaction rates, liquid train him for the job which he would assume in time 
structure, chemical reactions produced by ionizing radi- of danger. Scientists and technologists represent only | 
ation”, and, at Wisconsin, research concerning “deter- one-tenth of one per cent of our population, but their 

mination of intermolecular forces, gas imperfections, relative importance to the military is tremendous be- 
molecular quantum mechanics, semiempirical theory of _ cause of the existence of hydrogen bombs, guided mis- 

activation energies’. siles, germ warfare, and other super weapons which 
He has contributed to numerous scientific publica- only scientists can develop and control. 

tions in addition to the “Wisconsin Engineer”, including I would like to propose the following plan: First of 
the “Journal of Chemical Education”, “Journal of Chem- all, the Weapons Systems Evaluation Group should be 

ical Physics”, and “Physical Review”, and is co-author called upon to map out in a broad sense how many 

of a book published this year called “Molecular Theory scientists would be required in time of emergency to 

of Gases and Liquids”. work on each type of military problem. To assist in lay- 
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q eye professor. The major professor then could take an 3 e S t Ut ] l ] 7 e O ur active role in the military training of his students. In 
some cases it would seem altogether desirable for the P 
universities to set up academic courses on specific mili- 
tary scientific and technological subjects and these M A | \ Pp W E R could be sponsored by the departments of military sci- L 
ence. These students, like their professors, would be 
exempted from the usual military draft but, in view of 
their deferment, they would promise to train them- ) 
selves for their specially assigned functions. ‘irschfelder The scientific laboratories of the country should also ‘aval Research Laboratory be placed on a stand-by basis. If this has already been 
done, it is on such a super-secret basis that laboratory 
directors cannot assist in the development of their facili- 
ties along desirable lines. For example, I am the direc- 
tor of the University of Wisconsin Naval Research Lab- ing this out they could call upon operations research oratory, which has a staff of twenty-five chemists, physi- 

organizations, such as RAND Corporation and the ORO cists, and mathematicians. In a matter of hours we at Johns Hopkins University. Then they could call upon could switch our research from our unclassified basic the National Academy of Sciences to reconstruct, once scientific research to the solution of ordnance or atomic more, the National Defense Research Committee which energy problems. But, not knowing how our group will 
operated very effectively during the last war. The Na- be used, we cannot provide the specialized laboratory tional Academy of Sciences, the senior scientific or- equipment which would be required, nor can we train ganization in the United States, was set up by President — pyr personnel in the type of problems with which they Lincoln to advise him along military scientific lines would be dealing, nor can we set up a repository for during the Civil War, and has served all subsequent the classified documents giving background material Presidents in preparing for the national defense. The which these people would need to use. Also, in time of National Research Council of the National Academy emergency it would seem desirable for the University of Sciences has a scientific manpower section, which of Wisconsin to make use of the firing ranges and at already has a listing of all of the scientists in the coun- least one of the laboratory buildings at the Badger try and their capabilities. During the last war, the Na- Ordnance Works near Baraboo, yet no steps have been tional Defense Research Committee had a large num- taken to provide such stand-by facilities. 
ber of divisions, each under a top flight scientist, whose Most of the scientists who worked with the military 
function it was to work with the military in solving during the last war have completely lost contact with some specific type of problem. Each scientist should military problems, and no effort has been made to main- become affiliated with one or more divisions of such tain their level of proficiency along these lines. On each an organization. Then he should have the opportunity university campus and in each major city there is at 
for specialized training along the lines of his emer- least one military reserve officers’ technical unit which gency utilization. It would be hoped that the stand-by meets every other Tuesday night to be indoctrinated organization would be set up to the point where a spe- on military subjects. The very least which we could do cific scientist would know to which laboratory he would would be to open these meetings up to highly trained 
report in time of emergency. Suppose this was the and security cleared civilians. At the same time a small Aberdeen Ballistic Research Laboratory. Scientist X amount of funds could be provided to improve would spend one or two weeks per year working at quality of the programs for these meetings. 
Aberdeen, familiarizing himself with their problems, The whole subject of military utilization of ¢-/.iians 
and during the rest of the year he would be on the is difficult, because both military and scientific experts lookout for new discoveries which could be applied to agree that scientists can perform best if they are not 
the solution of Aberdeen’s problems. In effect then, assigned military rank and if their orders are kept on a the Ballistic Research Laboratory might maintain only flexible basis so that they are free to follow their inter- 
a small number of permanent employees during peace esting leads and can maintain freedom of thought in 
time, but the laboratory's effective staff trained and connection with their research problems. This does not ready for emergency service would be as large as the mean that scientists are less patriotic than soldiers. As Weapons Systems Evaluation Group deemed optimum. a matter of fact, the percentage of casualties of scien- Such a utilization of skilled and established scientists tists working in the National Defense Research Com- would make the question of proper utilization of gradu- mission was higher than the overall percentage of cas- 
ate students in science and engineering easy to solve. ualties in the military during the last world war. Most Each graduate student would also be assigned to a scientists are anxious to do their part in helping in the specific military emergency function. Preferably this 
would be in the field of special interest of his major (Continued on page 40) 
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Taki Job Int | 

by Henry G. Goehring 

Placement Director, College of Engineering 

Each year questions are asked by many of our senior campus. You can get the answers with respect to any 

engineering students as to what they should do with one company by taking an interview. Frequently one 

respect to arranging interviews with company repre- company will be typical of the industry of which it is 

sentatives visiting the campus and what suggestions a part. You will find these representatives not only 

could be offered concerning the manner in which they _ willing but eager to give you all the information possi- 

should conduct themselves. To each of these students ble about their individual companies. So it seems the 

it is pointed out that there can be no hard and fast procedure for the student is rather clear-cut—be sure 

formula or set of rules. Interviews are exchanges of — to interview a representative group of employers, de- 

information between interested parties, and personali- termine the opportunities available for one with your 

ties frequently direct the course the interview follows. interests, and when you find an opportunity that ap- 

Engineering students are particuarly fortunate at the peals to you, try to “sell yourself.” 

present time in having the opportunity to obtain infor- There are a number of things an applicant can and 

mation about employment opportunities in practically should do if he is to shoulder his part of the responsi- 

bility of an interview. First of all, he should recognize 

Ene rrr that he is on the threshold of becoming a professional 

ee ||. man. Personal integrity must be in evidence at all times. 

ee a The practice of professional ethics helps to distinguish 
eee | era pee ee wate ‘ 

mae ——-_ ~—  Ssyour appreciation of your chosen profession. 
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Robert Gehrig, ChE 4, is shown taking an interview with ~*: Wee / // i. jd _ 

A. D. Preston of the Chemstrand Corporation. Interviews are g col ff Ro | Rose 

usually held on the second and third floors of the ME Building. a ug eae 

' ve | fo 

all areas of work in business and industry without leav- eg ae a Pee 

| ing the campus. Frequently questions such as these are The Placement Office has information on dozens of American 

asked, “What opportunity does the petroleum or Chem- firms which are interested in hiring engineering graduates. ’ 

ical industry offer the Mechanical Engineer?” “What Shown looking at some literature are (clockwise from top cen- 
2 . . . 7 ter): Jerry Slipper, Ronald DeBruin, Bob Reese, and sitting— 

chance does an Electrical Engineer have with a manu- Harvey Ulrich and Ed Riewe. 

facturer of mechanical products?” What place do high 

rrades have in receiving consideration for employ- we a 
a e : ee In addition, there are other personal characteristics 
ment?” “I have had to work a number of hours each : " * 

: : : that can help the student. He should be businesslike 
week and did not have sufficient time to put on my . ~ 4 

‘ - : . > at all times. This includes personal appearance and 
studies, let alone participate in extra-curricular activi- : . 

: i : : 5» manner of approach. When an interview has been ar- 
ties; how will that affect my chances for employment! : . 
oe : np casi _ ranged on a certain day, the applicant should start out 
Will employment be offered if I am required to enter . . : | 

‘ . oe eee _ in the morning with a clean shave, clean shirt, clothes 
the armed forces shortly after graduation?” and many, i : . 
similar queries in good condition and shoes shined. The normal wear 

, ad ~ . _ and tear of the day will not detract from his appear- 
All of these questions can be answered by experi- ’ 

enced employer representatives during their visits to the (Continued on page 40) 
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The 0 i e UOnwritten Laws 
of Engineering 

Edited by Bob Hentges, ch’56 

PART Il: PURELY PERSONAL CONSIDERATIONS requisite of personality in any type of industrial organi- 
FOR ENGINEERS zation. No doubt this ability can be achieved by various 

[Copyrighted 1944 by the American Society of Me- formulas, although it is probably based mostly upon 
chanical Engineers. Reprinted in part by permission general, good-natured friendliness, together with fairly 
of the publishers.] consistent observance of the “Golden Rule.” The follow- 

The importance of the personal and sociological as- ing “do's and don'ts” are more specific elements of such 
pects of our behavior as engineers is brought out in * eis 
the following quotation (1): 1. Cultivate the tendency to appreciate the good 

“In an analysis of over 4000 cases, it was found that ualities, rather than the shortcoming of each indi- 
62 per cent of the employees discharged were unsatis- vidual. 
factory because of social unadaptability, only 38 per 2. Do not give vent to impatience and annoyance on 
cent for technical incompetence.”* slight provocation. Some offensive individuals seem to 

And yet about 99 per cent of the emphasis in the develop a_ striking capacity for becoming annoyed, 
training of engineers is placed upon purely technical which they indulge with little or no restraint. 
or formal education. In recent years, however, there 3. Do not harbor grudges after disagreements involv- 
has been a rapidly growing appreciation of the im- ing honest differences of opinion. Keep your arguments 
portance of “human engineering,” not only in respect on an objective basis and leave personalities out as 
to relations between management and employees but much as possible. 
also as regards the personal effectiveness of the indi- 4. Form the habit of considering the feelings and vidual worker, technical or otherwise. It should be ob- interests of others. 

vious enough that a highly trained technological expert 5. Make it a rule to help the other fellow whenever 
with a good character and personality is necessarily a an opportunity arises. Even if you're mean-spirited 
better engineer and a great deal more valuable to his enough to derive no personal satisfaction from accom- 
company than a sociological freak or misfit with the modating others it’s a good investment. The business 
same technical training. This is largely a consequence world demands and expects co-operation and teamwork of the elementary fact that in a normal organization no among the members of an organization. It’s smarter 
individual can get very far in accomplishing any worth- and pleasanter to give it freely and ungrudgingly, up 
while objectives without the voluntary co-operation of to the point of unduly neglecting your own responsi- 
his associates; and the quantity and quality of such bilities. 
co-operation is determined by the “personality factor” 6. Be particularly careful to be fair on all occasions. 
more than anything else. ; This means a good deal more than just being fair, This subject of personality and character is, of course, upon demand. All of us are frequently unfair, unin- 
very broad and much has been written and preached tentionally, simply because we do not habitually view 
about it from the social, ethical, and religious points of the matter from the other fellow’s point of view, to be 

view. The following “laws” are drawn up from the sure that his interests are fairly protected. 
purely practical point of view based upon well- 7. Do not take yourself or your work too seriously. 
established principles of “good engineering practice,” 4 jormal healthy sense of humor, under reasonable 
or upon consistently repeated experience. As in the control, is much more becoming, even to an executive, 
preceding sections, the selections are limited to rules than a chronically soured dead-pan, a perpetually un- 
which are frequently violated, with unfortunate results, relieved air of deadly seriousness, or the pompous 
however obvious or bromidic they may appear. solemn dignity of a stuffed owl. 

“ 8 . 8. Put yourself out just a little to be genuinely cordial 
Laws” of Character and Personality in greeting people. True cordiality is, of course, spon- 

One of the most important personal traits is the taneous and should never be affected, but neither 
ability to get along with all kinds of people. This is should it be inhibited. We all know people who in- 
rather a comprehensive quality but it defines the prime variably pass us in the hall or encounter us elsewhere 

soca . without a shadow of recognition. Whether this be due 
Sedeed ahi en en Wiley oun a wee to inhibition or preoccupation we cannot help feeling 

N. Y., 1940. (Continued on page 34) 
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“Within the next ten years”, says William R. Parlett, young the product sales divisions and then in a district sales office. 

Worthington Sales Engineer, “many of the officers of the After obtaining sufficient product knowledge and sales training, 

corporation, district office sales managers and top salesmen _I was ready to sell directly to industry. As more important 

will be retired. sales assignments are available, I feel I will progress in propor- 

“Appreciating the fact that someone must fill these jobs, _ tion to my own development and sales performance. 

our management is striving to develop capable leadership “As a Worthington salesman I contact a class of trade with 

among the younger men of the corporation. which it is a pleasure to do business. The company’s reputation 

“As a prospective Worthington Sales Engineer, I received is a key to a welcome reception by my customers. 

several months of classroom instruction by works managers, “T have found that with Worthington you have job satisfac- 

top sales personnel and application engineers at all of the tion, adequate compensation, and unlimited opportunity.” 

Worthington plants. The background I obtained was a sound When you're thinking of a good job, think Aigh—think 

basis for further development and learning gained in one of Worthington. 3.6 

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, sce your College | 
Placement Bureau or write to the Personnel and Training _ Fb AS oe 

Department, Worthington Corporation, Harrison, N. J. |. .sti“‘CéC;iC 
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Be oe mae 
t We Ne ee Fay & 

tonight WR “ts 
This man could almost reach the he oe es Pe gS on Ba pee 
moon tonight...for he stands at the f Ls Fs ee a 

brink of a new age in the conquest e a (ee 0 2 + 

of space, and he knows this: re! Po , : ie eee é +e =A ‘ 

If we had to, we could get him there. ae oS nA y 
Given time and urgent need, we could 2 2 oo " 4 . a 

design, build and deliver the total hE rt—“ P é A Se R 

solution to that problem. ef 7 A : o 
. Rs ; : 

An entirely new development in the CLE . ere 

aircraft industry now makes this po Ls nwt 5A 6 
possible. It is a science and a method i ; , ek 
of developing aircraft, guided missiles Ce 8 ae ay 

and electronic systems not as traditional 2. ‘ - ane 

flying vehicles but as fully coordinated ae , “ ta 
solutions to operations problems. =. ' 

Today, The Glenn L. Martin : i e - es ye 

Company’s creative engincering é : * 

resources and production facilities are / : i 

among the finest in the new world of ee j 

weapons systems development. - a 
: Se i> tics cs 

And one of the reasons for Martin’s Ce 

dynamic future in this new world is | ws —_— ) 
; ea gd tes 

basic to leadership in any organization: = : 

a : , a 
There is always an opening for 4 ra a : 

outstanding ability. ; oe : 
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SOCIETY OF 4 
Annual Meeting Michigan Challenge 

10) Ele The 12th annual meeting of Following is a copy of the letter 
W.S.P.E. will be held January 27th received from Wesley Bintz, presi- 

| ENGINEERS through the 29th in Milwaukee. dent of M.S.P.E., in response to 
The Schroeder Hotel will be head- our challenge on membership drive 
quarters for members attending. In- extended to the Michigan Society 

formation concerning the speakers by the writer with the approval of 
and agenda will appear in this our president and chairman of the SECRETARY'S OFFICE Be Pee Se eee a 
column in the January issue. membership committee. A similar 

Medio © Wenn challenge was extended to the 

E. C. Wacner, Secretary Appointments Mimesota Chapter se renewal 

. . of last year’s contest, but accept- 

PUBLICATION COMMITTEE President Steinmetz reported ance of this challenge has not been. 

Joun R. Freperick, Chairman, that Mr. Carl Holdampt had been received by the writer to date. 
122 W. Washington Ave., Madison, Wis. recommended for appointment to These challenges have been ex- 

J. K. Priats, Manitowoc the Building Code Board of the mnded i ler - ith 
R. J. MENDENHALL, Milwaukee Industrial Commission. tended in order to cooperate, wa 

Tesvan) Stocenen, Madison President Steinmetz announced the N.S.PE. membership program 
J. H. Kuranz, Waukesha ’ ; 3 — and the competitive spirit instituted 

Wat, Rosenxranz, Chippewa Falls fe cae Een nen te Oe by N.S.P.E. on a national basis. It 

Cora gy aed . is suggested that future bulletins 
. W. GRUNDITZ, La -TOSSe 2 ir’ * RunpITZ, La Crosse Fred T. Agthe, Chairman from the office of the chairman of 

W.S.P.E. OFFICERS on “ Elliott the Membership Committee publi- 
Gronce P. Sremaerz, President - J. Muegge cize these contests and request the 
Prerce G. Exuis, Past President President Steinmetz announced continued cooperation of the chap- 
Owen Ayres, Ist Vice President the appointment of Robert H. Hop- ter chairmen. 

; ARTHUR G. BEHLING, 2nd Vice President wood as Chairman of the Consult: “Your Challenge regarding mem- 
Epon C. Wacnenr, Secretary A * - . . . 

W. S. Corrincnam, Treasurer ing Functional Group of WSPE. bership drive accepted with alac- 
James Banperry, Director rity, on basis of increase in new 

Ray E, Benrens, Director Progress Report #3 members since July 1, 1954. How- 
Won. F. BAUMGARTNER, Director ever, five pounds of cheese won’t 

Antuony L. Genisor, Director October 25, 1954 take care of 25 Board Members at 
Herpert O. Lor, Director The membership campaign is ake wa 9 h. M ie HE ' ty-fi 

: oe a pound each. Make it twenty-five 
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES moving forward. Last Saturday at pounds. Against your stinking 

Epwin J. KALLEVANG Mi waukee the WSPE Boar d ° cheese, we'll put up a pancake sup- 
Hanotp Tresrer eae eEpreves Me applications, per to your W.S.P.E. Board, to be 

————EE 12 Members and 2 Affiliates. The given in Milwaukee, and this sup- 
results are tabulated as follows, 

Minnesota High Court Up- _ with FRV in first place again. (Continued on page 24) 
. . \ 

holds Registration eos eats 
Ordinance not Members of Sponsors for 

A decision of the Supreme Court Affiliates 7/1/54— . New Members 
‘ : : T/A/55 Membership T/1- % of 

of Minnesota holds that a city may Chases PE’s E-LT’s 7/1/54 Quota 10/23 Quota 
require that certain plans bear the © . endorsement of a registered pro- Fox River Valley .. 275 150 50 ll 22.0% 
Fike ee : Northwest ........ 60 53 15 3 20.0% 
fessional engineer. The test case in- Westies coeeeeeeae 20 63 20 3 15.0% 
volved heating and_ ventilating Southwest ........ 325 229 65 9 13.8% 

specifications for new construction Milwaukee ........ 1,600 Est. 900 411 165 11 6.7% 

of a major commercial nature. A Southeast ......... 260 e i j ae 
summary of the court’s decision is Waco Neley “ a 100 5 i 
found in the October 1954 issue of BES ee _ —_ _- a . 
the American Engineer. Total ....... 3,400 1,000 1,082 360 38 10.5% 
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HARVEY E. WIRTH 
Southwest Chapter 

Mr. Harvey E. Wirth, newly — Nineteenth Tactical Air Command. — American Waterworks Association 
elected president of the southwest His final assignment was in ca- and several public health societies. 
chapter, has worked with the Wis- pacity of Chief Sanitary Engineer Mr. Wirth also serves as chairman 
consin State Board of Health since of the Ninth Air Force. Mr. Wirth’s of the board of trustees for the 
his graduation from the University present position is assistant state First Baptist Church of Madison. 
of Wisconsin in 1938. The only ex- sanitary engineer in Wisconsin. Prior to his election to the presi- 
ception during this period occurred Born in Milwaukee on April 14, dency of the southwest chapter, he 

049 7 . wy . Bo : . aaust ™ ee Ps a » o > from 1942 to 1945 when Mr. Wit th 1913, Mr. Wirth studied civil engi was active in connection with reg- 
served with the Corps of Engineers neering at the University of Wis- ge . : . 4 : . x istration promotion. and the Army Air Force as a sani- _consin, receiving a B.S. degree, and 
tary engineer. He was awarded the specialized in public health engi- Mr. Wirth and Flora Jane Ro- 
Bronze Star Medal for meritorious _ neering at the University of Minne- _herts were wed in 1942. They have 
service as sanitary engineer of the  sota. He is affiliated with the three children. 
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W. Ss. P. E. Fox River Valley Sponsored by ber State Society, whose duty 

(Continued from page 22) lead o mays soy wee one would. be @ periodic cheek ‘and pag William W. Rumsey .. W. G. Bryan guidance service for Junior Mem- 

per will be put on (of course, it Milwaukee bers to speed, increase and en- 
will never be necessary) by the Francis C. Wilson .... O. N. Nelson courage their professional develop- 

President and Secretary and Chair- Northwest ment. 
man of the Membership Commit- Edward Hoeppner...M. R. Charleson , | 

tee of M.S.P.E. personally. Please Robert P. Pecore (B) At State Level: | 
acknowledge acceptance pronto. ; (Aff.) ....... W. F. Baumgartner 1. The program at the State level | 

I might say that these pancakes st favene ; should be compatible and in full , 
which you can think about until iin o hen. arene cooperation with the National So- 

next June, and which you aren't William J. Kerttula .. C. M. Perlman cietys program. 

going to get, are not the tough Ralph D. Culbertson .... Leo Kosak 2. Prepare and distribute a letter 

tasteless kind that you get in the Richard H. Jann of congratulation and a recommen- 
ordinary restaurant. They're the (Aff) ........ W. 8. Cottingham ation to become registered to all 
kind that melt in your mouth, be- Out:of State graduate engineering seniors within 

lieve it or not. I raised the Grand Gerald A. hoew 1 Th (Carlen (CW. the state. 

Valley Chapter here locally when vse momenera RS Ee lao SC) 3. A “Courtesy Card” to be is- 

I was president from 65 to 173 . sued all graduating engineers in 
members. To all those who sold a Report of Young Engineers the state’s Grseaute nek. This 
membership, I gave a free pancake Committee card will entitle the graduate to 

supper. Those who didn’t sell any- Young Engineers Committee privileges in the local chapter near- 

thing paid for their supper, Urges that NSPE Board of Direc- est their residence until he can join 

Worked out very nicely. Iam sure tion endorse the following program. the Society as a Junior Member. 

ee this will be a lot of fun, and (A) At National Level: 4. Furnish speakers for Student 
i ccrinpat on flnsdpenatte cone L Change name of E.LT. to Meetings = professional subjects. 

wer for your Board—inddentally, Junior Member. 5. Provide counselor service to 

how wane arecthere of ucit_l think 2. The Committee recommends undergraduate engineering college 

that we "probably an is ste that the President of NSPE, in his students by practicing professional 

good publicity out of it anda pic- committee appointments, make engineers at cooperabion with the 

ture in the American Fhginesr. provision for a Junior Member on regular engineering faculty of the 
I should like to present at the such National Committees that di- school. 

next Board meeting on November TERRY allen te Revelsuneny Gt 6. Chapters of State Societies to 
the 17th an acceptance of this pro- the young engineer. . assist student engineers in finding 

posal, and I am sure that I will = Preparation of a brochure list part-time employment where neces- 

have an answer by that time.” me professional objectives, profes- sary: 
Very sincerely vOut sional obligations, ge ge 7. Furnish speakers to high 

(signed) Westy Bintz, P.E. miBes and benefits offered to new schools, outlining the possibilities 

President, M.S.P.E. Junior Members, of an engineering career. 
> 4. The Committee recommends co 

5 8. State Member Societies to 
that subsequent Young Engineers 

New Members Committees be charged with the Sponsor prideat Chapters or Coun- 

Most engineers are budget- development of a series of pro- eo oe m 

minded. Therefore make certain grams of national scope, for and Be 

your workers point out that this is by Junior Members. 3 Member State Societies to 

the season of lowest price. Between 5. The Committee recommends give full consideration to the prob- 

August 16 and November 16 the active assistance to Junior Mem- lem of voting privileges for Junior 

rate is only $4.50 plus $3.00 admis- bers, including: Members: 
sion fee. All applications dated a. A Young Engineers page in 10. Member State Societies to 

after November 15 must be accom- the American Engineer devoted to give full consideration to the prob- 

panied by full 1955 dues, $18.00, items of interest to these young lems of State Office holding privi- ’ 

plus $3.00 admission fee. members. leges for the Junior Member at the 
Following is the list of members b. The Committee recommends State and Chapter level. 

admitted October 23, 1954 and that subsequent Young Engineers 11. It is the recommendation of 

their sponsors. Committees act as an executive the Committee that the member 

Fox Rigor Valley sjioiteored. by committee for an enlarged advisory State Societies and local chapters 

Max J. Bauer ...... L. H. Kingston and guidance committee, consisting permit a Junior aac represen: 
Richard C. Straub .. L. H. Kingston of the Young Engineers Committee tative on all State and Chapter 

William H. Scheer .... D. T. Kottke and one member from each mem- level committees. 
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12. It is the recommendation by Addressograph and Mimeo- stone. The windows and mullions 

the Committee that member State _ graph ele “ne separating the spandrels will be 
Societies and Local Chapters spon- coe and. Telegraph Bee aluminum. 

sor special programs of statewide pert The concrete columns and foot- 
or local scope for and by Junior $6,710.00 ings have been designed to permit 

Members. the addition of two more stories 
TREASURER’S REPORT ilding. The basement and (C) At the University Level: to the building T e baseme nt and 

1: i \ October 23, 1954 first two floors will be occupied by 
. Encourage and assist in the : ; ne corn es sition of St, Cah. Balance September 18, the Society, and the top two floors 

organization anc’ operation 0 1954 .................... $3,621.85 will be rented as office and meeting 
dent Chapters or Councils under Income Sept. 18—Oct. 23, 1954 room space for local engineering 
State Member Society sponsorship. (Dues) oe... esses seee 390.00 groups. 

2. Encourage cooperative and ear At ae! The building will also house the foi i i ber $4,011.85 6 
joint meetings with State Member _ offices of the American Engineer, 
Societies. Expenditures Sept. 18—Oct. 23, =: . = 

1954 .................... 987.39 Monthly magazine published by the 
3. Encourage interchange of ae National Society. 

ideas through organization of State Cash Balance Oct. 23, 1954 . . $3,024.46 Fully air conditioned, the build- 
Conferences of Student Chapters. Cash Balance Oct. 23, 1953 . .$3,436.38 ing will have elevators, fluorescent 

4. Encourage active participa- and incandescent lighting, and will 
tion in Engineers Week Programs. in a imate ) g : g : NSPE Completes Plans for contain approximately 17,500 

5. Encourage the engineering N Head fers Build square feet of floor space. Parking 
faculties to emphasize and assist ew a quar 2 uild- facilities for a limited number of 
the students in their development ing in Washington automobiles will be available at the 

of an active professional interest. Architectural and engineering Tear of the building under an over- 
Respectfully submitted, plans are nearing completion for hang of the first floor. 

Younc ENGINEERS COMMITTEE the new headquarters building in The National Society now rents 
Mitton Lire, P. E. Washington, D. C., of the National _— office space in two downtown 
Ricuarp E. Porter, P. E. Society of Professional Engineers. Washington buildings. 

Frank W. Epwanps, P. E. Located in the Northwest sec- Clarence T. Shoch, NSPE presi- 
Ear V. Miter, P. E. tion of the Capital, the approxi- dent, called the decision to build a 
L R. Mast, E.LT., P. E. mately $300,000, four-story, granite headquarters building “an inevita- 

N. A. Bresuman, E.LT.,P.E.  trame building will house the exec- ble one in view of the growth of 
E. W. Cariton, Chairman utive and administrative offices of the National Society in the postwar 

the 33,000 member Society. years.” 
WSPE PROPOSED BUDGET 1954-55 . . 

Financing of the new headquar- ae 

Receipts September 18, 1954 ters will be handled through the Headquarters Building 

Estimated State share ace building fund a Program 

Adm, Fees ............8 peat cert cates to the:mem erst 'P- . Chairman S. Stolte of the Head- 
Dues «eevee ee eveeene - 8,410.00 The architectural work is being quarters Housing Committee pre- 

$6,710.00 done by Lawrie and Green of Har- sented a resolution to the Board in 
Eepeniiaiies risburg, Pennsylvania, and Juste- connection with financing the 

° ment, Elam, & Darby of Washing- NSPE Headquarters Buildi 
Board of Directors’ Expense 400.00 t D.C. : lated ‘architects Orde eadquarters ullding. 
President’s Expense ...... 50.00 on, 2. &» associated architects. The resolution provides for the 
National Representatives Ex- The structural engineers are Beall following: 
PAW ccm es vevanew » 80000 and LeMay, and the mechanical , : 

Committees and electrical engineers are C. I. Authorize borrowing $400,- 
Fees and Classification .. 10.00 Warren Bogan and Associates, both 000.00 from N.S.P.E._mem- 
Membership ............ 300.00 Sins of Washington, D. C. > bers. 

Nominating ............ 50.00 "et : 2. Permit sale of National Head- 
Public Relations ........ 50.00 Contracts for the building will uarters Buildiné Fund 4¢ 
Publications ............ 1,300.00 be awarded around the first of the ape gs 8 
Awards .....--0e22202.. 10.00 . ” _t > ms Participation Certificates due 

year and construction will begin in 4 i 
Program ............... 100.00 Januar The Society plans to oc- December 1, 1974, in denomi- 
Directory ....-..-..-+-- 1,000.00 00 i nourhewd y ae sa the nations of $100.00 each. 
Legislative ............ 50,00 UpY Hie Dew Nedaguarters OY 3. Authorize expenditure of 

Secretary's Office early fall of 1955. 400,000.00 by the officers of 
Honorarium 1,200.00 ldi ‘ kG $400, . py the: Olficers 0) a a ta ROTA EE The building, with a strikingly 
Secretarial Help 800.00 ? NS.P.E. 
Social Security "30.00 modern 40-foot frontage on K 

Postage ..........e.+.2. 200.00 Street, N. W., will have window The Headquarters Building will 

Stationery and Printing .. 250.00 spandrels of polished serpentine consist of four floors and basement 
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providing 12,500 square feet total In 1930 Dahlstrand’s greatest tion of the American Society of 
usable floor space. Both the Engi- accomplishments had their begin- Civil Engineers, cited four reasons 
neers Club of Washington, D. C. ning. A 60,000 Kw single-cylinder favorable to the growth of collec- 
and The Society of American Mili- double-exhaust steam turbine was tive bargaining among engineers. 
tary Engineers have expressed a designed for the Lakeside Power These are, union pressure, eco- 
desire to rent floors in this building. Plant of the Milwaukee Electric | nomic pressure, large organiza- 

About $1,100,000 was pledged by Railway and Light Company. Suc- tions employing sizeable numbers 
N.S.P.E. members. cess of this unit created the de- of engineers, and slow advance- 

mand for an 80,000 kw tandem- — ment and specialization. 
compound reheat steam turbine- Mr. Yoder, vice-chairman of the 

Chapter News generator unit for the Port Wash- | ASCE employment conditions com- 
ee ington Plant in 1930. In 1942 Dahl- _ mittee, indicated that ASCE’s pol- 

strand was named consulting engi- icy is designed to “protect engi- 

| MILWAUKEE CHAPTER | tottecnaine pelin dimer mont ROBERT J. MENDENHALL , . ~ ~ 
Reporter of steam turbine engineering at 

Allis-Chalmers. 

Hans P. Dahlstrand, surrounded Dahlstrand was a member of the fn eS HAPTER | 
by friends and former associates, internationally recognized test Reporter 
was honored on the eve of his code committee of the ASME from 
eightieth birthday at the Septem- 1918 to 1946 and was named a Fel- Professional engineers of the Fox 
ber 23 Noon Luncheon of the Mil- low of the society in 1947. He is River Valley Chapter, Wisconsin 
waukee chapter. also an honorary member of Pi — Society of Professional Engineers, 

Dahlstrand, recognized as the Tau Sigma, national fraternal en- last night heard Willis D. Kimmel, 
dean of American steam turbine gineering honor society, and is a district engineer for the Portland 
engineers, was very active in WSPE past president of the Engineers’ Cement Association give a slide 
and other technical societies before Society of Milwaukee. talk on “New Developments in 
his retirement in 1951 from the Many significant technical pa- | Concrete”. Kimmel was introduced 
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing pers and lectures by Dahlstrand on by Berry Brevik, PCA field engi- 
Company of Milwaukee. His engi- the subject of steam turbines are neer and a member of the Chapter. 
neering success was surpassed only on record, particularly his 1925 Kimmel outlined recent impor- 
by his years spent in training ASME paper proposing the ad- tant trends in concrete structures 
young engineers. vantages of Topping turbines. and shapes, how these are now 

At the age of 23, Hans, as he is About 20 patents have been brought ready-made to a building 
known to his many friends, began granted him and he has contrib- site and quickly erected into sturdy 
his engineering career at Arboga, uted many outstanding improve- functional buildings, bridges, and 
Sweden, after receiving his me- ments in steam turbine engineer- other structures. “Pre-stressed con- 
chanical engineering degree from ing. crete, a tremendous and popular 
Boros College of Technology. At Dahlstrand is a member of the development of recent times, 

fhe Arboge Mechanical Works, he american Scandinavian Founda- — @llows very close control of prod- 
helped | draw up” the early ver- tion, the American Swedish His-  Uct quality,” Kimmel stated, “and 
sions of water turbines, which even torical Museum of Philadelphia, this engineering control is an im- 
today supply about 90% of Swed- ang the Scandinavian Society of portant factor in producing better 

ens electric power. Milwaukee. He is also a member _ buildings at lower costs.” Of the 
; Opportunities in the United of the American Museum of Nat- 225 factories in the U. S. now mak- 
ee Hans, so in 1903 ural History in Manhattan. ing structural units, about 45 : 

Ta ie eta In June, 1950, he was cited by already ae peneins prestressed 

. pany, $ 3 the University of Wisconsin in rec- foncrete: pro nets. 
the U. S. Rubber Company, and in aa: f hig “smine iofes- Chapter President Wayne Bryan, 
1904 he began his work on steam ognition oe eminent, pres Neenah, announced that examina- ; . Os sional services.” He is listed in : a , . 
turbines with Allis-Chalmers. One im * : a, tions for registration as Professional 
of his first responsibilities after be- dats" Didtinds “iim aes viarentead “ear Engineer will be held in Madis . Teepon : “Who’s Who in Engineering.” EMERY WAN Be: eG an, MACON, coming chief engineer of the steam Jan. 31-Feb. 1, 1955 by the Wis. 
turbine department in 1915, was —_— Board of Architects and Profes- 
the development of the Du Pont Charles W. Yoder, P.E., con- sional Engineers, with further in- 

Line of 300 to 125 Kw steam tur- sulting engineer and a member of formation available from W. A. 
bines for powder plants, which the Milwaukee chapter WSPE, in Piper, Board secretary, 1140 State 
mushroomed prior to and during addressing the September meeting Office Bldg., Madison. ‘ 
the First World War years. of the New York metropolitan sec- (Continued on page 38) 
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1 ce ° 2) ° How a l'h hour “gem-cutting” operation 

A became an 8-nunute mechanized job 

= PROBLEM: Preparing quartz dimensions on machines with fully automatic Cy peng Pe? crystals for use as electronic microfeed systems. 

pl frequency controls calls for Most of these machines were either com- 

the highest degree of preci- _ pletely or largely designed and developed by 
sion. So much so, in fact, that prior to World Western Electric engineers. 

War II skilled gem-cutters were employed 

to do the job. RESULTS: With skill built into the machines 
But during the war, there were not enough —with costly hand operations eliminated— 

gem-cutters to keep up with the demand for this Western Electric mechanization program 

crystals in radar, military communications raised production of quartz crystals from a 

and other applications. few thousand a year to nearly a million a 

Western Electric tackled the job of build- month during the war years. This is just one 

ing into machines the skill and precision that of the many unusual jobs undertaken and 

had previously called for the most highly solved by Western Electric engineers. 

skilled operators. ve i : 

— Ce , ae 

SOLUTION: Here is how quartz crystals are - i / 4 —. a CC 
made now—by semi-skilled labor in a fraction iS . ze ~~ 

of the time formerly required: > | ve 4 | / yf , 

A quartz stone is sliced into wafers on a | ff 4 | r 4 ] 

reciprocating diamond-edged saw, after de- 4 oe Gi ey 

termination of optical and electrical axes by a .— ee why, ie ry Lae 

means of an oil bath and an X-ray machine. | ( Es i —— re 
Hairline accuracy is assured by an orienting 3 ie ad lo 

fixture. a. re, : gy Ai Ay 

The wafers are cut into rectangles on ma- a7, é = yy a) 

chines equipped with diamond saws. The 34 — 4h yl 

human element is practically eliminated by Quartz stones are cut into wafers on this diamond-edged saw, 
means of adjustable stops and other semi- with orientation to optical axis controlled by fixture. This is 

2 just one of several types of machines designed and developed 
automatic features. by Western Electric engineers to mechanize quartz cutting. 

The quartz rectangles are lapped automatic- —_— 

ally to a thickness tolerance of plus or minus —apatern ElectiC_| 

.0001’’. A timer prevents overlapping. Finally, y wes —_—_ 

edges are ground to specific length and width 
A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882 

Manufacturing plants in Chicago, Ill.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.; Burlington, 
Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; Haverhill and Lawrence, Mass.; Lincoln, Neb.; St. Paul and Duluth, Minn. 
Distributing Centers in 29 cities and Installation headquarters in 15 cities. Company headquarters, 195 Broadway, New York City. 
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Seheoades 3 

by Ron Schroeder m’57 

A.1.Ch.E. research department at Du Pont, Engineering Fraternity. These aims 
A.LCh.E. opened its 1954-55 their work, and some of the prod- and ideals are to foster and pro- 

year with an open house in the ucts they have developed and dis- mote fraternal relationships among 

Chemical Engineering Building on covered. His talk was very well re- the faculty and Electrical Engi- 
Oct. 13th. All freshmen, sopho- ceived by the 50 or more members neering students. 

more and junior Ch.E.’s were in- at the meeting. Five or six seniors 

vited to this gay affair. They were stayed well after the meeting was COLOR, TELEVISION 
welcomed by Prof. Haugen, who over to try and finish the quarter The accompanying photo was 

gave an interesting welcoming ad- barrel of beer, but they were taken at a lecture on “Principles of 

dress. A tour of the different labo- unsuccessful. Color Television,” given by Mr. 
ratories in the building followed Cyril N. Hoyler, manager of tech- 
the opening address. A Guesso- KAPPA ETA KAPPA nical relations of the Radio Corpo- 
metric Contest was conducted The Delta Chapter of Kappa Eta ration of America’s laboratories. 
along with the tour, and small but Kappa pledged 13 Electrical Engi- The lecture covered color television 

practical prizes were awarded to neering students Monday evening, materials and systems including 
the best guessers. October 18th. The new pledges are — Phosphors, Colorimetry, Color 

The serving of cider and dough- David Bratz, Ronald Gollhardt, | Kinescope, and Flying Spot Scan- 
nuts (about a half dozen per per- Richard Kraemer, John Liefer, ners. Mr. Hoyler lectured on Mon- 
son) brought the open house to Charles Luebke, Herbert Peter, day, November 8 in the Education 
a successful end. Deronda Randall, Robert Richard- _ Building. 

At the first meeting of the organi- son, William R. Stringer, Max J. 
zation on Oct. 27th, in the Top Tolzman, Warren Watson, Clar- ASAE 

Flight Room in the Union, Mr. ence Yahn, Jr., and Bernard Rae. “What is an Ag. Engineer?” is 

Louis P. Shannon from the Du — These men will help push forward the most common question asked 
Pont Company spoke on “Let's the ideals and aims of this National of any of the Agricultural Engi- 
Look at Tomorrow.” He told of the Professional and Social Electrical neering students on campus. A 

graduate Ag. Engineer from the 
ie NY University of Wisconsin is an engi- 

“el Ba neer plus a graduate from the Col- 
t4 iH } ” lege of Agriculture, or possibly he 

‘ ome a a oe pee ee is a graduate in Agriculture and 
4 jo | ae! = ms as taken courses that prepare him 

ia fg eg : i for mechanical, electrical, or struc- 

/ a @ \ Lo tural problems of a career in han- 

| ay Secs ae : dling farm equipment. Actually 
| eS \ oe most students start in Agriculture 
RE a = Ss and then finish their Mechanical 

& Py TAC Gd) CO a Engineering requirements. They 

Re te) “— @ are of farm background and like 
oo icalohate eldatey i problems in the field of engineering 

ee we _ | they have chosen. 
eee coe Be | These students on this campus 

tee | mm abe have their own organization which 
ser a 4 3 3 f' is a Student Branch of the national 

hie ro oe Le = @. 4, organization, the American Society 
ue ite ia a te a of Agricultural Engineers. The 

He uN : + rT. ~e gms functions of the Student Branch 
A : ‘eo ds. . 

Mr. Hoyler, RCA Color TV Demonstrator (Continued on page 37) 
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DEANS’ COLUMN have available. True, there are 

| many outside activities that greatly M P [ S 
! enrich a student’s life and con- 
| Kurt F, Wenpr tribute importantly to a well 

Dean College of Engineering rounded education. These should N E W S 
W. RK . j not be neglected. Reasonably good 

oa ite Deg es scholarship must be maintained, 
ssoeiate a8 however, if good quality is to be ’ 
K. GC. Smexs assured. Last week I had the pleas- I \ 

Assistant Dean ure of announcing Sophomore 

Honor and High Honor awards. 
At the anyAEOOn of Kneeland These will be found elsewhere in Tyg AMERICAN WELDING SOCIETY 

Godfrey, editor of your Wisconsin this magazine. Each man on the UNDERGRADUATE WELDING 
Engineer, we are embarking on an jist has earned the sincere con- AWARDS 
experiment with this issue of the — gratulations of the faculty for an The American Weldi . 
magazine. For the balance of the excellent job. We hope that the list ill = an oem Society 
year Dean Marshall, Dean Shiels will grow ever longer during the he best a 78 ed fore 
and I will take turns in preparing years ahead. © best articles on welding to:ap- 
a column of notes and observations By the time, this iueds off the pear in undergraduate publications 

/ h h ‘ll iy 2 .... during the current school year. on matters’ that, ‘we hope, ‘w press the national honor societies 4 thor of the best article and th 
prove to be of interest. in the several departments and the ee ee AEHEIE anid ‘the - ope . ; student magazine or paper in national all-engineering honor fra- wh ‘ « Dammit eR eg ace . : : which it appears will each receive 

ee ternity, Tau Beta Pi, will be an- $200.00. A 
a. tri  §— . : ae . $200.00. Author of the second best i. & |.‘ nouncing elections for this semes- article and th blication i i aa ; . article and the publication in which — eeCS™~*étét.CCterr, All involve high scholarship,  . ; : . | vee : it appears will each receive a. - oe good character, and personality. It $150.00 
oad . , _ is a matter of real distinction as “— 

_ well as personal satisfaction to These awards are made annually 

Jaa C®& : | achieve such recognition. Every by the American Welding Society 
! 1S a “@ jm _— one of_ you should strive to reach __— under the A. F. Davis Undergradu- 
as ss Ca such a goal. ate Welding Award program. Spon- 

If you are having scholastic dif- sored by A. F. Davis, Vice Pr esl 
KURT F. WENDT ficulties, see the instructor in the dent and Secretary of the Lincoln 

course or consult your adviser Electric Company, Cleveland, 
Most of you realize that we still early. Don't delay. You will find Ohio, the program’s purpose is to 

face a critical shortage of engi- them anxious and willing to help, stimulate interest of college stu- 
neers, and that industry is still put you must take the initiative in dents in the art and use of welding. 

seeking many more trained men seeking their assistance. Many aids Articles on any type of welding 
than are presently available. This are available through the Univer- or its application to design and 
season ae gradually HOPIOVS . sity counselling services to help construction will qualify. To be eli- 
Our’ enro! mee am engineering co “you overcome troubles of many gible, the article must be published 
leges alow the: oD wedbatie be kinds, and your adviser is in a po- between April 1, 1954 and June 1, 
Nevertheless, it will probably be sition to assist you to obtain the — 1955. 
sometime between 1958 and 1960 specific kind of help that you re- , ; : 
before our annual crop of engineer- quire. To be successful ‘you must Posters giving more detailed in- 
ing graduates becomes large devalow good smdy hahis, presaie formation are on display in promi- 

enough barely to meet current an- a, adequate time budget. and stick sent places i the sapmecting 
nual replacement demands. In the tg it! Meet your troubles and face Buildings farther ito tan om meantime the backlog demand S00 sam to them. If you wat ontll they alee be obtained from the Dean's 

tinues to increase. Barring a sharp catch up with you and get you ees 
depression, the total number of down, it will probably be too late. * 
engineers required by industry will y i 

‘ 3 3 oO tt sel id to the is also continue to grow rapidly in on Owe £t0 sourselé an Onin SILENT HOIST AND CRANE COM ith the j : lexi profession for which you are pre- PANY MATERIAL HANDLING 
step with the increasing. complexity paring to do the best job of which PRIZE AWARD of technology. But sheer numbers ou are capable. Over the years - ; 
of engineers is not enough. Above mi _ capable. . y 4 The income accruing from a 

Il od li isconsin engineers have earne: permanent trust fund established 
alweineeortop duantye an excellent reputation. Let’s keep by th h di i ot the W Foundati Ine. is : In school, grades still constitute it that way. y unse MBC ONG SEs 22 
the best measure of quality that we —KURT F. WENDT (Continued on page 31) 
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HOMECOMING—1954 

2S ONEE ONO TIRES a ORR a MS SRE aa aay SF ee wii 
igh GN pears fcc GME eau aE gh pa eee 
Ph CRN ete oa RO eae kar DG aan ER OH . ee 
1 ROR SIC arte NOS SSR LE SO a ge 6 a 
By PRO IRS Se ho RE ICR TRE Oi Ua oe | ee A we’ te |e oe. 

i hh RCE ae! i nn ier as BAe op? MR A UOT eet TIO OL Maan Pain TORENT ; Re) i feu A: ‘ie 
Ra Gt ae aa Hae a ae nee 4 em le MY, tay 
SR ats alee Bae te Hear Aco ACT 4 | ae ee en por | hae 

GAMES ee ee Io gee ele aN Lae: 
oe et Sp rs—C*“=t—=n?>=E 16 Fc Fk ee 
ea ° Ae oe 

cio ROSES gt nepal 0B aliens rae cs So ie a) . Bere bane! Nee 2 7 ee 
oe PS an ewe : 43 4 ed a a —-S 

an Sie WH Be cual ar eos 
OS ag Fy eee ea Se > Yu ae a ie ee ae 
ee aie Me ee 
a ‘ Se ies i ee rt oe 

ae = 3 ’ Bes eae foe 
De _ ve ee Mae ee oS ae oe ; - can ; a < ll aS, i 

at 1h Ee, ese Be ooo Ee nc I s 

The homecoming victory provided a fitting climax to Tau Kappa Epsilon’s all campus trophy winner. 

the festivities. 

9 eet ie =~ ee ee roe 1 BEeAy BM ial AR Soe 
oe 5 fe a ee ee 
J LS Pe NE ee 8 - pea sermon my MY CL Ce Fes ad eae 

CART eee BUCK a 
fe cme, PP ON mes ; ee aa AD R-II 25-48 EE 

Popp RS Bec, BARE ae 
m= STS Teor | Rhee) | eae edd Se) Pe, nase meri FP a 
* aoe e Pyqr trie ‘ee he Ego ame Lae BE Ar code 

yee TNE ot Via of ge Se ee 
a ec fo Psi/ ae fi fe : myer at 4 G 3 

a Ngee 2 aie’ 9 oa EO | REE E Soe SS eatin gs A a 
[es vee aes O00 (4 eo. Ee. PNR 2 Belong yy . tke py 3 5 Figs Sn 
nA acetal 3° ce AN aaa , te 4 een ae me es ae 

Mee CCl, | lem 2 gm TY eS | dine 
Tgp | Cnn O00]! wore 572) se ile an PGS aa ge a Le Leumi, 227.) ee ea May Oo 
2 hg oe i tse | 0 NO” AE ee 

j i etl sues IDRTHWESTERNGG IB adh 0 Lars thet oe ce SME ON MM) ea ls 

i | ' 3 fi Bs oe a 7 oe 
gee oa i a ae = SE een a 

Siebecker’s engineering mastery won first place in the dorms. Jones proposed to give the Wildcat a hot time. 

vy a | eS Yer, ee ae 

qj 1 z Nt ST gL a ate a Paar ee Ch 
| : ; ie heures eet Bie Bate en or Pa 
Ne | = wile @ 4 Bo Pr oe 

eh oe 2) SPE Be 
5 ee, my BE Le re erry. ie See oa BE 

eo atl a : ee ee ie Pee a ee ee Bee 
E A : WD fod coees 4 a " See alate ct Pia ret le a oie 

a a ee in, tis wie a z ane oR Es aa 
= : Se Ae 3 Mal Rm Be) a aE . 
Selo Liles Get pe ee | Ie 

mee) ee als Bae a |g re 
SS 1 \ 4 eee, TIN sacle | ai em 

RicKyeadoT a ee ee Lee. ee J ue 

ty, "COTS pajamas ees 5) uy ae Re a, emnmasinail eal ons a 
——_— ot ere || N eas ao xe ee a oH ' ome nena ; . i So 

sede rae ba fe ae a SL 
—_ : FAVILLE. aN coed coi i ae : 

Faville’s display boldly announces its theme. Fallows’ display, when visible through the steam, rolled 
over Northwestern. 
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. i i Campus News i || | | ree 
. im | | | Section Ws | | | | | | 

i] i i i ‘ i : A | |} | } 
SILENT HOIST AND CRANE ’ I | | 

(Continued from page 29) ' | 

awarded annually to University ae : wy ‘ rr 3 bs 

students submitting the best papers ; , f pe) 
on the subject of Materials Han- : j q RS e OF a 

dling. The Wunsch Foundation ‘ ll Ree oN 4 fc | a 
abli +6 i ny , Pi tos UN A established this fund to promote \ Pi aS vy Sy 

the application of sound economic oe 4 a 
A Pe er ae mS 

and scientific principles to mate- ; a es = 43 F iS ae pee 1 
rials handling and to stimulate the Sa iM "a, \ ory reo Ee Fis 
interest of University students in Soy Oe 8 i. at ; : Ce > an this subject. oe See tes a 

h ize aware 1 . ASCE held a dance, “Transiteer’s Twirl,” at Tripp Commons in the Union on 
The prize awards for 1955 will Friday, November 19. Shown (left to right) are: Don Landberg, Dance Chairman; 

be $100, $75, $25, and 8 awards of Joan Seabath; Margo Herman; and Dick Gilbertson, President of the ASCE student 
$10 each; they will be granted on chapter. 

June 1, 1958; by a board of review: a 
which will judge the papers. - 

The rules for th test: rules for the contest: (1) The COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
competition is open to all mem- 

1953-54 

SOPHOMORE HIGH HONORS | 

We wish to apologize for CHEMICAL ENGINEERING CIVIL ENGINEERING | 
omitting the announcement Douglas, Ronald L. ............ 2.94 Pike, Rodney G. ............... 2.64 of this contest in the Novem- Baumgartner, Jon H. ........... 2.89 
ber issue. The 1953-54 Prize ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING Winning Article entitled “The MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Harrison, Raymond E, .......... 2.87 
Smith-way,” by James R. Bley Morsell, A. Lee, HI ............ 2.88 Costen, Robert C. .............. 2.85 
bore: # vate _ 6 4 adie 3] Luhman, Frederick A. .......... 2.63 Kingsley, Jad Ids as oc ss ayes ce 9 QETS 

& AEERIENES © page - Overbye, Vern D. .............. 2.63 Reinhardt, James J. ............ 2.69 | 
of that issue, which was to Clement, Oliver R. ............. 2.68 
have included this announce- METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING Engel, Robert F. ............... 2.67 
ment. Schendel, Danny E. ............ 2.68 Niebuhr, Kenneth FE. ........... 2.65 

po 
SOPHOMORE HONORS 

bers of the student body, graduate BIO-CHEMICAL ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
and undergraduate, of the Univer- Hurley, Thomas W. ............ 2.60 Hannon, David L. ............. 2.67 
sity of Wisconsin; (2) Papers must Weinauer, Dietrich E. .......... 2.43 Kilger, Charles F., Jr. ........... 2.55 
be submitted in duplicate on or GigwicaL. ERGINEERING whan batt a oe ot 

ochauer. obert J. ....... ... 2.40 ri es fe D.. re > ne i! before April 1, 1955; (3) Papers on Nordby, Robert A. ............. 2.60 Wagner, Marlin H. ............. 2.38 
any phase of materials handling in Lehto, Delbert L. .............. 248 Buss, Jertold L. wo... 000s... 237 
any field are eligible; (4) Papers Thygeson, Robert A. ............ 2.41 Fitzgerald, Gregory E. .......... 2.32 
will be judged on originality, or- Marshall, Wm. G. .............. 2.38 Baker, Johte 8. eee ca me wan an ce exo QOL 
nxt . eo Williams, Duane A. ............ 2.35 Evans, Orville R. .............. 2.28 

ganization, style, clarity of exposi- Heller, James T. ........0...0.. 2.28 Hartmann, David P. ............ 2.25 
tion, and significance of the infor- mastion preseneed Aili: ENSINEERING MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

Presented. Albrecht, John M as7 Lewis, Carl M. oe... eee... 2.47 
The Board of Review Profes- Meth a ee ES Be Krist, Préd ©) ves sa os vou ee ve vas QD O’Sheridan, Thomas C. ......... 2.32 _. ichard F oe sors: H. D. Bruhn (Agr. Engineer- Stieg, Richard F. ............... 2.35 

. Schubring, Allin W. ............ 2.32 ing), H. E. Kubly (Commerce), METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING 

J. W. McNaul (Mech. Engineer-  Goehring, Henry G., Jr. ......... 2.52 MINING ENGINEERING | 
ing). Further information should Baumann, Hilbert W. ........... 2.26 Martens, Don W. .............. 2.42 

‘ be obtained from one of these men. | 
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HOLLOW HAIR las, Texas, by the Westinghouse one-sixth horsepower motor will 

You probably didn’t realize your Electric Corporation’s lighting di- drive the light as it revolves at a 
hair is hollow, but this photograph, Vision plant at Cleveland, Ohio. rate of 12 revolutions per minute 

taken with General Electric’s new The huge light, containing a from dusk to dawn. 

X-ray Microscope, proves that it is.  2500-watt short-arc mercury-vapor 
That light gray line in the center discharge lamp, will develop MORE POWERFUL RADAR 

of each of these criss-crossed 275,000,000 candlepower. It has a A powerful new radar height- 

strands denotes the hollow center. reflector five feet in diameter, finder being made by the General 
A prototype model of the X-ray — stands more than 11 feet high, and Electric Company here for the | 
Microscope has been built by the — weighs 1200 pounds. U. S. Air Force is helping to 
Company’s General Engineering The unit will be installed as an strengthen defense networks of the | 
Laboratory and after further re-  attention-drawing beacon atop the United States and its allies. , 
finements in design, it will be man- | new 150-foot-high ornamental G. E. engineers say the radar’s | 

ufactured by G.E.’s X-Ray Depart- tower of the Republic National — energy, concentrated in a narrow 
ment in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Bank Building in Dallas. When in beam like that of a searchlight, de- | 

The first of its kind in the United place, the searchlight will be 598 tects planes three times as far as 
States, it is expected to find wide feet above the street level. previous units of this type. Exact i 

use in such fields as medicine, Originally a carbon arc light range is classified. (Interesting side- ‘ 

biology, chemistry and metallurgy. used as an antiaircraft searchlight light. The radio energy transmitted 

during World War II, the light py the radar is so powerful that it 
GIANT SEARCHLIGHT was modified by the addition of a can light fluorescent lamps over a 

One of the world’s largest and — mercury lamp and a rotating base —_ hundred feet away.) 

brightest searchlights, capable of constructed of aircraft steel and The radar height-finder is being : 

throwing its beam approximately aluminum capable of withstanding used together with search radar to . 

120 miles, has been shipped to Dal- —_—-100-mile-an-hour gales. A small, (Continued on next page) 
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by Dick Paske, ee’56 

Behrens, Ray E., 19, regional Tacke, Walter H., ¢’30, former Gunderson, Roy R., c’46,_ is 
planner for Milwaukee County, is expressway engineer for Milwau- Bridge Engineer, System for the 
secretary of a committee that is kee, has been appointed deput Western Maryland Railway Com- PP puty y y 
preparing a report for the Legisla- commissioner of Public Works for pany. He is living in Baltimore. 
tive Council as a guide in the task the city. Walter was on the teach- . 
of rewriting state laws governing ing staff of the College of Engi- Grimshaw, Walter E., 49 is with 
the subdividing and platting of neering for several years after | North American Precision Casting 
land. The 1953 Legislature made graduation and taught in the sum- _ Co. at McCook, Illinois. 
an attempt to rewrite the platting © mer camp at Devil’s Lake, where © 
laws but found that the matter his proficiency at baseball was out- Haas, Wilbur M., c'49, is assist- 
would need careful consideration. __ standing. ant professor of civil engineering 
There may be action by the 1955 e at Michigan College of Mining 
Legislature. Rosecky, John E., c’38, is on the and Technology in Houghton, 
SSS = engineering staff of Carl C. Crane, Michigan. 

jal , . Inc., consulting engineers of Madi- , Science Highlights sims "Wilaconaie Dunwiddie, Jim F., M’40, is in 
(Continued from page 32) . Manila, Philippines, working for 

detect high-flying aircraft and to Gorder, Z. A., c’35, city engineer Standard Vacuum Oil. He has 
rovide information on distance of La Crosse, Wisconsin, has been spent most of his time since gradu- Pp > 

altitude and flight direction. named chairman of the Wisconsin ation in the Far East, principally 
General Electric is making the section of the American Water in Singapore and the Philippine 

new radar in mobile and fixed ver- _ Works Association. Islands. 
sions and has already supplied a a ee 
large quantity for use in strength- am Q) 
ening the radar fences guarding =H eae ©, 

the North American continent, and axoH i gp 0 
" a SSKKY t ie J for defense posts in countries re- sey i i 

ceiving aid from the United States | “Sj 4 a le oe far r rmeérs 
J 1 KOS . under the Mutual Defense Assist- ae i. me 

ance Pact. Additional units are be- \Gats BN SY a x 
i duced simile ‘ eT be . ing produced for similar use. / Ne | i a in a NE L WORK SHOP 

In Arctic climates the radar is N bn en 
5 in ¢ a irci CLAESD housed in a dome-shaped circular WETTED I The spindle of a popular electric power tool 

structure with a balloon-like ra- Ne BAN for hobbyists literally floats on four Fafnir 
dome made of woven glass fabric N | _N pre-lubricated Mechani-Seal Type Ball seats 
i re: e i 4 = <] . ings. Since the power tool operates in bot! 
impregnated with a rubber com \F B vertical and horizontal positions and under 
pound. The radome is supported i me iN ca varied conditions . . . as a circular saw, ver- 
by air pressure, about a half pound SEGRTEON x tical drill, wood lathe, disc sander and hori- 

saiare § ‘ : ; aN tl x zontal drill press . . . the bearings are ex- per square inch, and cou withstand TRAN q \ tremely important to its accuracy and life. 
winds up to 125 miles per hour. o NS \< - With saw blade at full speed, coins upended 
The radome protects the radar an- a NT LO La egy Feit tec table wall one fall one ‘ a 

« . . P ~ 4 tribute to rigidity gained from use of Fafnir tenna from Arctic gales, snow and gel Nt 7 Ball Bearings. Oppor- 
ice. END Va NN i tunities for product 

—___ 6 NN cpilable aes improvement through 
7 Q ¢ i _ i" rervte Se ervre ball bearing applica- De. you have any physical de ai NN fons 8 star pee pearing, SPP 

fects?” the army doctor asked. % Ven AN a oth eet tat once less. The Fafnit Bear- 
“Yes, sir!” the drafte3 answere EN a we SS te8a VIE TOE. 12 tor det" ing Company, New promply. "No" ts" Va Bi te 

* Fy eaAN ect Sea | BBS 
He: “Whisper those three little She. 

words that will make me walk on 

air.” an BALL BEARINGS & 
She: “Go hang yourself.” MOST COMPLETE LINE IN AMERICA 
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‘ 4 noxiously profane. Unfortunately, profanity is some- Laws of Engineering oxiously Yo y 3s 
Cinunned dom vage 1 times taken as a mark of rugged he-man virility, but 
(Continued from page I$ any engineer with such an idea should realize that 

that such unsociable chumps would not be missed much many a pimply, half-witted, adolescent street urchin 
if we never saw them again. On the other hand, it is will hopelessly outclass him in this respect. 
difficult to think of anyone who is too cordial, although On the other hand, there is no reason why a man 

it can doubtless be overdone like anything else. It should be afraid to say “damn.” On appropriate occa- 

appears that most people tend naturally to be suffi- sions a good hearty burst of colorful profanity may be 
ciently reserved or else overreserved in this respect. just a healthy expression of strong feelings. But there 

Do not be too affable. Its a mistake, of course, to is never any occasion for the filthy variety of obscenity, 

try too hard to get along with everybody merely by and a really foul mouth will generally inspire nothing 

being agreeable and friendly on all occasions. Some- but contempt. 
body will take advantage of you sooner or later, and Be careful of your personal appearance. Roughly 

you cannot avoid trouble simply by running away from eight out of every ten engineers pay adequate attention 

it (“appeasement”). You must earn the respect of your to their personal appearance and neatness. The other 
associates by demonstrating your readiness to give any two offend in respect to one or more of the following 

man a hell of a good fight if he asks for it. Shakespeare — jtems: 

put: it succinctly in Polonius’ advice to rs th (in 1, Suit rumpled or soiled, or else trousers, coat, and 
“Hamlet"): Beware of entrance to a quarrel; but pene vest have nothing in common but their means of 
in, bear it that the opposed may beware of thee. support 

/ Regard your personal integrity as one of your most 2, Shoes, unpolished or dilapidated. 

important assets. In the long pull there is hardly any- * . a: . . 
: : 3. Tie, at half-mast or looking like it was tied with 

thing more important to you than your own self-respect, le tar ; 
. . vs oa : . one hand. Some individuals seem to own but one tie, 

and this alone should provide ample incentive to main- . . 
5 ‘ : ; which takes an awful beating. Others wear colors con- 

tain the highest standard of ethics of which you are : : . : : . 
i 5 . _  trasting violently with suit or shirt, but this is some- 

capable. But, apart from all considerations of ethics |. hae ap ue 
. times a matter of artistic license (if it isn’t color 

and morals, there are perfectly sound hardheaded busi- : 

ness reasons for conscientiously guarding the integrity blindness). 
oe . ees 8 4. Shirt, frayed at collar or cuffs, or just plain dirty. 

of your character. - : 
oO ral ‘ki 1 f . 5. Hands, dirty. 

, , st str 5 ae an engineer- : _ One at the most striking p henomena of an engineer 6. Nails, in deep mourning, chewed off, or else ab- 

ing office is the transparency of character among the surdly long. A man doesn’t need to be fastidious, but 

= . ra. ap who have pee associated or dirty neglected nails immediately and conspicuously 

eh engi Of time: Tn : MC xiead y ve oat At identify a careless sloppy individual. (This is especially 

individual is TECOGHIZES,, APPIAISeO, ane catalogued Tor true in the case of an interview, where first impressions 
exactly what he is, with far greater accuracy than that are so important.) 

ner ale realizes. nhs is true © such a sles Of course we all know some very good men who 
‘ akes a mary appear mrig or 5 , 

Chit It makes’ a man ae ae Cownnhg, t hucicr ous wnen are oblivious to such details, so that it cannot be said 

ne ee tect a oe ie GE oiea | he ‘emerson ¢ ie that all who ignore them are necessarily crude, third- 

at v1 is. something = t i a a 5 eee ar rate, slovenly low-brows, but it is probably a safe bet 
it: “W ad YOU ANE: SPEAKS 'SO. JOUC Cannot tear Ww at that all crude, third-rate, slovenly low-brows are offen- 
you say.” In fact it frequently happens that a man is sive in most of these respects 

eal i la po a understood py his nssoolites Do not argue that you cannot afford to look your 
co ective Vs than he nows and understands aimselr, best; you cannot afford not to. Your associates and 

Therefore, it behooves you as an engineer to let your superiors notice these details, perhaps more than you 

personal conduct, overtly and covertly, represent your  jealize, and they rate you accordingly. 

conception of the very best practical standard of pro- In this connection, note the following quotation 

fessional ethics, by which you are willing to let the  f,9m a recent pamphlet on “employee rating” (2): 

world judge and rate you. “The ‘halo effect’ simply means that rating of one 
Integrity of character is closely associated with sin- trait is often influenced by that given to some other 

cerity, which is another extremely important quality. trait. Thus an employee who makes a nice appearance 
Obvious and marked sincerity is frequently a source and has a pleasant manner is apt to obtain a higher 

of exceptional strength and influence in certain indi- ating on all other traits than he deserves.” 

viduals, particularly in the case of speakers. Abraham Analyze yourself and your men. In the foregoing, it 

Lincoln is a classic example. In any individual, sin- has been assumed that any normal individual will be 

cerity is always appreciated, and insincerity is quickly interested in either: 

detected and discounted. (a) Advancement to a position of greater responsi- 

A little profanity goes a long way. Engineering is pjlity, or (b) improvement in personal effectiveness as 

essentially a gentleman’s profession, and it ill becomes yegards quantity and/or quality of accomplishment. 
a man to carry profanity to the point of becoming ob- (Continued on page 36) 
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says GERALD SMART ov 4 
Marquette University, BS—1948 _ >» 

and now Supervisor of Plant Engineering, y LU 
Allis-Chalmers, Norwood, Ohio, Works CO : : enue re . ore 

“ OST MEN graduating from college don’t have a course in 1948, I knew what I liked and seemed best 
clear idea of what they want to do. These indi- _fitted to do. As a result, my entire time as a GTC stu- 

viduals are helped by Allis-Chalmers Graduate Train- dent was spent in the shops. 

wal Course to find the right Job ite it be in design, “The 18 months spent in the foundry, erection floor 

Sales, enginecting, Tesearcn, or manulacturing. and machine shop have all proved valuable background 
“My case is a little different, however. I started the for my present job. 

ee with all ry rest conn an ‘ool design and “As supervisor of plant engineering at the Norwood 
apen Pie roms is that ie “; ee Works, I am concerned with such problems as: Plant 
ines Bur back j ‘oe very helpiu 1s layout, material handling equipment and methods, new 
aii a ’ construction, new production methods to be used in 

. . building motors, centrifu: umps, and Texrope Served Apprenticeship uilding | ; fugal pumps, es 
drives, It’s an extremely interesting job. 

- their Ce te Rad gone f° schoo! part ume “From my experience, I'd say, whether you're a 
oH ue to. Ine 7 Hines ins ie ony ai vd i freshman or a senior it will pay you to talk to an Allis- cl pps agente an Bppuentices ip aaa hoy'T an ad Chalmers representative now. You can’t start plan- rate aa money, but I learned what I wante ning your future too soon. And you can’t plan starting 

£0 dovatter graduation, at a better place, because Allis-Chalmers builds so many 
“Then came the war and service in the Navy. After different products that you’ll find any type of engi- 

the war I finished school. By the time I started on the neering activity you could possibly want right here.” 

Facts You Should Know About the ALLIS-CHALMERS Graduate Training Course 

1. It’s well established, having been 4, He may choose the kind of power, in working out his training program. 
started in 1904. A large percentage of the _ processing, specialized equipment or in- . woe 
management group are graduates of the dustrial apparatus with which he will 6+ The program has as its objective the 

course. work, such as: steam or hydraulic, turbo- Tight job for the right man. As he gets ex- 
generators, circuit breakers, unit substa-  Perience in different training locations he 

2. The course offers a maximum of 24 tions, transformers, motors, control _¢an alter his course of training to match 
mone rain went ane type of pumps, kilns, coolers, rod and ball mills, Changing interests. 
raining is individual lanned. ‘brati ‘1 ine 4 7 . 

8 yp ness rating sercenss_reatifiers: in For information watch for the Allis- 
3. The graduate engineer may choose the tte 2 : » 8 Ss Chalmers representative visiting your 
kind of work he wants to do: design, en- —S!t€TS, ete. campus, or call an Allis-Chalmers district 
gineering, research, production, sales, 8. He will have individual attention and office, or write Graduate Training Sec- 
erection, service, etc. guidance of experienced, helpful superiors tion, Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee 1, Wisc. 

ae i  ——n a 
ks ee Fe Rgreeree  e 

Hl see oe Ma UT ip etics a 

wA fC ES = 7 

| | 4 

Steam turbines, condensers, transformers, switchgear, Motors, control, Texrope V-belt drives—all by Allis- 
regulators are built for electric power industry. Chalmers are used throughout industry. 

-CHALMERS ..::::: C-5678 Allis-Chalmers trademark. 
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e e i } ] ten " Laws of Engineering This should be particularly heartening to the younger 
lCointiRtiea Hb dee F8) men who view the leaders of industry with awe and 

’ nae wonder upon what meat they feed. Nine out of ten 
Either of these should result in increased financial of you have “what it takes” as regards native endow- 

compensation and satisfaction derived from the job. ments. The problem is to make the most of what you 

With reference to item (a), it is all too often taken have. 
for granted that increased executive and administrative END 
responsibility is a desirable and appropriate form of 

reward for outstanding proficiency in any type of work. Campus News 

This may be a mistake from either of two points of (Continued from page 31) 
view: 

. LINCOLN ARC WELDING FOUNDATION AWARD 
1. The individual may be very much surprised to AND SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 

pee that t is much less mane in his new job than The James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation has 

te thought he was going to be. “iat fie vaneatl we young announced the eighth annual competition of its engi- molnRae He we wenn the ‘ eset s ‘ By 
bie amar are vari to eae - ran TEsPousy neering undergraduate design program for the 1954-55 
rility means mostly increased aut! nority an compensa- school year. The program offers 46 awards for papers 

tion. Actually, the term “compensation” is well applied, f 9 ‘ 2 
. : . : ee of no more than 20 pages in length presenting the 
for the extra salary is paid primarily to compensate : : . 

op oa aan” welded design of a machine, machine part, structure or 
for the extra burden of responsibility. Of course most . rae 

: i structural part. The top award is $1,250. 
people relish the added load, because of the larger All 5 . aw alice 

ge Sa engineering undergraduates are eligible to com- 
opportunities that go with it, but many perfectly nor- 5 age 

yes : : pete for the cash awards and the national recognition 
mal individuals find it more of a load than anything . . wae 

. : Lee which accompanies the awards. Competition is for un- 
else. It is not uncommon for an engineer or a scientist 

3 zy dergraduates only and has been arranged so that fre- 
to discover, to his dismay, that as soon as he becomes s 

. : : ; quently entries can be prepared from work that has 
an executive he no longer has time to be an engineer . 

. «ge : . _ been done for normal undergraduate study. It is a com- 
or a scientist. In fact, some executives have time for oe . : 

. . . petition for mechanical or structural designs, separate 
absolutely nothing else. . . ae en 

: : . awards being offered in each division. Because it is a 

2. From the business standpoint, it by no means design program, familiarity with the actual mechanics 
follows that because a man is a good scientist, he will of the are welding process are not a prerequisite for 
make a good executive. Many a top-notch technician participating. 

has been promoted to an administrative position very No special conditions, forms or fees are needed to 

much to his own and the job's detriment. enter. A Rules and Conditions booklet illustrated with 
These facts should therefore be considered carefully previous award designs is available from The James F. 

by the man threatened with promotion and by the man Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation, Cleveland 17, Ohio. 
about to do the promoting. There are other ways of Wisconsin students who were awarded prizes in last 

rewarding a man for outstanding accomplishment. year’s competition were listed in the November issue, 

It is very much like the design of a piece of appa- P@se 52. 
ratus. Any experienced engineer knows that it is always 
possible to secure substantial improvements by a re- CO-OPERATIVE ENGINEERING PLAN 
design. When you get into it you will find that there An article which might interest prospective engineer- 
are few subjects more absorbing or more profitable ing students is concerned with the co-operative engi- 

than the design and development of a good engineer! neering curriculum of the Illinois Institute of Tech- 
As Alexander Pope wrote many years ago: nology, Chicago. 

“The proper study of mankind is man.” The opportunity to combine college study with prac- 

It is a significant fact that, in the overwhelming ma- tical experience is being offered by Armour Research 

jority of cases, the decisive differences in the abilities Foundation of that institution. 

of engineers are relatively small. In spite of the oc- The program is available in the mechanical and 
casional incidence of a genius or a nit-wit, the great metallurgical engineering fields through the Founda- 

majority of personnel in any industry and the back- tion’s cooperative scholarship program, administered 
bone of the large organizations are individuals who jointly by Illinois Tech and the Foundation. 

vary only slightly from the norm. In general, when Here’s how the program, which lasts approximately 

executives look over an organization to select a man five and one-half years for each student, operates: The 

for a better job, those who are passed up have very — student first attends Illinois Tech for two consecutive 

few actual shortcomings, but the man who is chosen semesters, taking a regular schedule of courses leading 

has the least. Likewise, many top executives are dis- to a degree in mechanical or metallurgical engineering. 
tinguished not so much by marked genius as by relative The student does not take classes during the third 
freedom from defects of character. There is nowhere semester, but is employed on a full-time basis by the 

near enough genius to go around. (Continued on page 43) 
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Engine-Ears ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 
(Continued from page 28) or 

are to keep students in touch with PHYSICS GRADUATES 
each other socially and scholasti- a a 
cally, to meet and get acquainted ith oy 
with the members of the faculty, with experience in 

and to keep up with what's going RADAR »« ELECTRONICS 
on in the agricultural world. Regu- ‘aa ‘ or those desiring to enter these areas... lar monthly meetings are held to 
discuss the business of the club cL — 
and to learn through a movie or The time was never more opportune than now 

speaker. Sometimes the problems of for becoming associated with the field of advanced electronics. 

Ag. Engineering are forgotten, and Because of military emphasis this is the most 
a person on the campus is asked to rapidly growing and promising sphere of endeavor for the young 
talk on another field. Beside these electrical engineer or physicist. 
meetings, extra events, generally oe 
of a social nature, fill out the pro- ' 
gram of the club. This year a new Since 1948 Hughes Research and Devel- | volved, ; including the most advanced 
event was added to: cbtain’ the 4 | opment Laboratories have been engaged i electronic computers. With this advan- 
even’ was aceed 16:00) an fe We in an expanding program for design, de- ; tage you will be ideally situated to 
terest of the freshmen early in their velopment and manufacture of highly | broaden your experience and learning 
school career. This event, a picnic complex radar fire control systems for | more quickly for future application to 
at a faculty member’s home, was fighter and interceptor aircraft. This re- | advanced electronics activity in either the y > : : ; ce at ' ii fee a huge success. A short get-together quires Hughes technical advisors in the | military or the commercial field. ; 

j : : field to serve companies and military | Positions are available in the continen- 
after school on a regular meeting agencies employing the equipment. | tal United States for married and single : ‘ g ploying the equip: g 
night with volleyball, plenty of As one of these field engineers you will | men under 35 years of age. Overseas 
eats, and a general introduction become familiar with the entire systems in- | assignments are open to single men only. 
session proved very effective in ~ 
getting the club started on the right Scientific 

foot. r and 2 p poy * 
Planned for the future is a field Tr eS -= Engineering 

trip, more than likely to one of the 7. 1 a Staff 
implement manufacturing plants cA oe 

ne Ose 

not too far from Madison. This : pone Bs, . HUGHES 
spring a smorgasbord will be held = RESEARCH 

e ‘. : 4 i AND where we will sum up the things \ DEVELORMENT 
that have been done up to that . LABORATORIES 
time. The final social affair of the Hughes Field Engineer H. Heaton a fig Culver Cit . oe . Barker (right) discusses operation of [eta ; Ys year will be a picnic held in the fire control system with Royal Canadian A aig i Los Angeles 
Madison area. This is designed to GF-100 shown atrignt, "? SaneG® ff County, . . : Se , i) | California exercise the students and unlimber a / 
the faculty. a 

One activity of the society is the / ¢ 
publishing of a student and alumni - ™ 
newsletter. It is titled Leakage, | yo ; | ' >a 
and is quite effective in keeping | | Vi Z L ii 
our former students informed of Ee 3 : : 4 4 
what their old friends are doing \ ase ; CS | : 2 
on the university campus. To help ye oe 8 ' Tee - \ An | out with the administrative func- = 18: | oy wn 
tions, several standing committees —— ee = 4 - 
are kept functioning. Everyone gets ae _— = : oN cael 
experience on the temporary com- ~ | j 8 <a | 
mittees formed for timely func- i Lo \ 
tions. Officers of ASME this year | [r= a A are John Balis, president; Don Pol- xl 
zin, vice president; Don Staab, sec- ee (i ' ry 

+ i retary; and De Wayne Hillman, 5 : (Pa aee ® 
treasurer. END P 
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W.S. P.E. Speakers Bureau be set up by the talk concerning the principal air 

President and Directors to be masses influencing the weather in 

(Continued from page 26) available to schools, civic groups, the United States, most particu- 

Mr. John Frederick, chairman of paternal organization, etc. Mr. larly Wisconsin, was presented. An 

the publications committee, spoke Thoreson asked that a definite fee explanation of the causes of our 

to the chapter urging participation "expenses be paid to members many rains and snows was ex- 

of all members in the news gather- of the speakers bureau for the tremely interesting. 

ing program. costs of their trips to speak. Mem- The chapter Engineer's Week 

Robert W. Stieg, Clintonville, bers present thought this policy and Nominating committees were 

was appointed Vice President of was justified. appointed by Pres. Charlson, mem- 

the Chapter, to fill the unexpired There was considerable discus- bership as follows: 

term of Milo Griggs, Green Bay, sion on the problems experienced . ; . 

who has moved to Michigan, and by Engineers in obtaining approval Engineer's Week Committee: 

J. Robert Egan, Oshkosh, was ap- 0? plans presented to the Wiscon- F. D. Kuckuck, Chairman 

pointed a Director and program sin Industrial Commission. The his- Al Lokken 

chairman. tory of one specific case, that of R. F. Bott 

John Hoeppner, has been put in let- Robert Cooper 

ter form and placed in the hands R. G. Clark 

WESTERN CHAPTER | of WSPE committee for study. Ken Hogenson 

D. W. GRUNDITZ Comments by several members in- Jim Donaldson 

Reporter dicated that the Industrial Com- 

mission is standing by their ruling Nominating Committee: 

The Western Chapter met No- that Engineers are permitted to Wm. Rosenkranz, Chairman 

vember 16th at the Cerise Club in — design industrial buildings only. Neal Bartholomew 

La Crosse. The scheduled program Mr, Baumgartner made a motion C. A. Grubb | 

included a trip through the local that the chapter present lapel pins 

television studio. Mr. John Freder- to new EIT and PE members. The 

ick, publication committee chair- potion was seconded by Mr. SOUTHWEST CHAPTER 

man, explained the purposes of the Thoreson and eared on @ voice L. W. STOCKNER 

society publications, emphasized vote. Reporter 

the importance of participation of 

all members, and hed the quali- Mr: Herman Hagestad suggested The board of directors accepted 

fications of news-worthy material. — * membership contest between president Wesley Burmeister’s res- 

, two teams made up of members of ignation, occasioned by his transfer 
the chapter, with the prize for the to Milwaukee. The new chapter 

NORTHWEST CHAPTER team securing the largest number president, Mr. Harvey E. Wirth, is 

WM. ROSENKRANZ of new members being a dinner for featured in the Meet the President 
Reporter the winners paid for by the losers aries of this issue. 

at a future meeting. 

The October meeting was held The Northwest Chapter held its 

at the Hotel Eau Claire on Octo- monthly meeting Wednesday eve- SOUTHEAST CHAPTER 

ber 6. ning, November 3 at the Hotel JOSEPH H. KURANZ 

Mr. Baumgartner reported for Eau Claire. Following a dinner Reporter 

the Membership Committee and Mr. John R. Frederick, WSPE Pub- 

made an appeal for some help _ lications Committee Chairman Mr. W. E. Dick, secretary of the 

from the members in securing new gave a talk concerning the publi- Southeast chapter, announced that 

members for the chapter. He re- cations of WSPE. The objectives of the group met December Ist in . 

ported that WSPE membership publications were explained, as Waukesha. No other information 

has risen from 985 to 1011 in the — were the type of news desired and Was divulged to your beleaguered 

period from July 30 to Septem- the information which is essential correspondent. 

ber 17. for publication. . 

Mr. Rosenkranz reporting for ; Wives of chapter members WISCONSIN VALLEY CHAPTER | 

the Public Relations Committee, joined the membership to hear a JESS HOLDERBY 

stated that our chapter was the talk on weather forecasting by Mr. Reporter 

only one which had both a Public Gil Tanner, Instructor in Physical 

Relations and a Publicity Commit- Sciences at Eau Claire State Col- No chapter news submitted. 

tec and suggested their being com- lege and weather forecaster for Such excessive modesty is not com- 

bined into one group. Mr. Rosen- WEAU-TV, the Eau Claire tele- mendable, gentlemen. 

kranz also asked that a Chapter vision station. A very interesting END 
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Taking an Interview Manpower 
(Continued from page 18) (Continued from page 17) 

ance. He should be punctual and not attempt to pro- national defense, and they hope that a proper organi- 
long the interview. If additional information or discus- zation will be set up to give them this opportunity. 
sion is desired by the student, he should attempt to There is no insuperable barrier to the assignment of a 

arrange a mutually convenient time. He should make _ scientist to a specific military task. First of all he would 
it a point to talk freely but not to monopolize the be invited by the National Defense Research Commit- 
conversation. tee or its equivalent to serve in a specific capacity. If 

A student who enters an interview should have suffi- he does not approve of this assignment, or if he has 
cient interest to secure all the information that is readily been invited to work with another group which he 

available about the company. In almost all cases this deems more to his liking, he can so state. In other 

can be obtained in the Engineering Placement Office. words, I would suppose that this organization could be 

a - ; —_— set up on a strictly voluntary basis. Among scientists, 

ac y “ ‘ | ] 4) A] as among non-scientists, there are conscientious objec- 

cf 4 —— | st tors of all degrees of conscience and objection. How- 
: . Peeotrgr ] ) It 1 f_ ever, the number of conscientious objectors among the 

i ae a ae le scientists is so few that they could be treated on an 
oe e fay x Sad a is individual basis and given noncombatant assignments 
ee ‘Lt oe a 4A to their liking. For example, very few of the conscien- 

- : a * a Y : tious objectors object to academic teaching. These ob- 

ot " we BS Ne oa jectors then could be used to fill in the gaps in our 
¥ on a Me; 7 Ag >. =» academic ranks when others take leave on their emer- 

\ Ta 47 pe eB La gency assignments. 

z iA} Sr ps Me Ps : At the present time the scientific manpower com- 

liad ae A y - A fee mittee has estimated that we have need to train more 

te: a ee than twice the present number of graduate students in 
, | es science and engineering in our universities. A large 

, : : number of these scientists and technicians are required 

Olive Ebert and Mrs. Mildred Boycks are employed at the ¢. use in industrial research laboratories. The indus- engineering Placement Office, 261 Mechanical Engineering . 
Building, to arrange interview dates with the companies which trial companies have found that their trained scientists 
send representatives to the campus. They also compile folders are very valuable. These scientists can apply their 
of material to show interested students what type of engineers knowledge of the physical, chemical, and electrical 
any particular concern desires. 2 > 

properties of materials in the development and im- 

In addition, it is wise to have two or three intelligent Provement of commercial products. Also, because the 
questions to ask the interviewer about his company. knowledge of the scientist extends to an understanding 
Also, each sincere applicant should be able to present of the underlying reasons for these properties, they are 
two or three reasons why he would be a desirable very effective in trouble-shooting and in eliminating 
employee. wasteful steps in the development and production of 

One of the most important aspects is to be natural. industrial products. Since the winning of the Inter- 
Remember, you are talking to another individual, one national race for industrial and economical supremacy 
who is extremely human, and who has the interest of is most important in the present cold war, it is essen- 

both you and his company at heart. It is the responsi- tial that we maintain a large supply of well trained 
bility of a company representative to recommend for — scientists to the industrial companies. With the present 

employment young men who will fit into the particular selective service procedures, a scientist is very likely 
requirements of his company and strengthen the organi- to be inducted into routine military service at the time 
zation in future years. Such selections can be made only he changes his status from a student to an employee 

by getting a realistic “picture” of each applicant. of a commercial or government laboratory. 

Security is something that is rather nebulous at the Because the need for well trained scientists far ex- 
time of an interview. No employer can guarantee ceeds the supply, it is essential that each scientist be 

security—it can be obtained only by doing a good job used to best advantage. The organization which I have 
day by day, week by week, and month by month over suggested here would have the effect of increasing our 
a period of time and in such a manner as to portray supply of scientists by keeping the trainees in graduate 
integrity, ability and vision. school, and at the same time it would somewhat reduce 

Present day conditions make it possible for all of the the need for the present very large number of scien- 
senior enginecring students to secure vital employment tists permanently employed in government military 

information and help, simply by taking advantage of the _ installations. I hope that effective steps will be taken 

interviewing opportunities right on the campus. Do not — to remedy our present lack of preparation for a national 

pass up such a wealth of information. END emergency. END 
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| THE 

ALUMINUM INDUSTRY 

WAS BORN ON 

SMALLMAN W In 1888, the aluminum industry consisted of one company— 
located in an unimpressive little building on the east side of 

STREET Pittsburgh. It was called The Pittsburgh Reduction Company. 
The men of this company had real engineering abilities and 

viewed the work to be done with an imagineering eye. But 
they were much more than that. They were pioneers... 

leaders . . . men of vision. 

A lot has happened since 1888. The country ... the 
company ... and the industry have grown up. Ten new 
territories have become states, for one thing. The total 

industry now employs more than 1,000,000 people— 

and the little outfit on Smallman Street? Well, it’s a lot 

bigger, too—and the name has been changed to Alcoa. 
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA .... but it’s still the 

leader—still the place for engineering “firsts”. 

. As you prepare to trade textbooks for a position in 

is SS industry, consider the advantages of joining a 
fas Sy), dynamic company like Alcoa—for real job stability 
ih iss si and pleasant working conditions—where good 

147 3 a men move up fast through their association with fa! See TS P ey . . Lge ER g wi Ml the recognized leaders in the aluminum industry. 

fe oe x 4 

a8 LESS E> GI SS RSG iu sor RRS TTT SSS aes Reig <<< he 
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LOSS | HIN SSRS eee BSSES YY, BSS al 

Ae voeesy vy 7 4 f é Ys ‘lk SSNS We have fine positions for college graduate 
ae Fe ug - Ay NSS Ss engineers—in our plants, sales offices and 

a ay ey eal |X rt Ss research laboratories from coast to coast. 
OS A) ee eS eo8 eS These are positions of responsibility in 

_ a a /s j yew © . . + production supervision, plant and design 

aS ys a > Py ty engineering, industrial research or sales 
. Te aly “iW engineering. Right now it may be 

_ ~ >? y. Ab. he uicker than you think from a seat in 
3 i es ert L the classroom to your career with 

| a ye + &. & eo ? Vi ” ih A y ; , ie SOS wh Alcoa. Why not find out? 

ih 7 f i ee PS Your Placement Director will be 
. / af / i) vy > ee 4 i glad to make an appointment for 

r / , fan ine SS | SS PNB GA you with our personnel represent- 
“| a a ey ~ Sy. ative. Or just send us an applica- 
l / “—H a: mi » > | ik lt. tion yourself. ALUMINUM 
yi hi pl vp sesh mo 7S CoMPANY OF AMERICA, 1825 
Ve | SS v — nm “I \ | Alcoa Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. 
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Solar Energy 
(Continued from page 15) 2 

: me = 
Since nothing is consumed and there are no moving Q Be . 

a : 
parts, the battery should last forever and have no oper- : See . r 
ational or maintenance costs. The first battery had an —“ c | Lae) 

efficiency of about 6%, and the new model has been ol a a . 3 
: . . 5 tk pS m i - 

boosted to 8% efficient, which is 10 to 15 times better | » oe , a 

than the best photovoltaic devices available. The maxi- ae 8 ay Se 

mum theoretical efficiency is about 22%, as the battery 4° oe —“o.35 a / 

can produce electricity only from visible light waves— : oT oe 

infrared and ultraviolet rays have no effect on it. fF 

ca . Y eo y 
Although the battery is still in the experimental ll l— 

stage, it has already been used to power a miniature ; oe i 

radio transmitter, in sending voices for short distances lt Ll ae 

over telephone wires, and to run a transistor radio . a Photo -Courtely Wight Air pene Center 

receiver. At Americus, Georgia, th hing: ‘bat. Fig. 3.—This is the solar generator developed in the Wright 

~~ a“ cus, COrgia, ese sunshine bat- — 4i- Development Center’s Aeronautical Research Laboratory. 

teries are under trial usage as battery chargers for The small crystal between the two pieces of plexiglass at the 

rural telephone systems; and, with further develop- ae eich ihe sun’s ays inducing an electric charge meas- 

ment, they promise to supply all necessary power for Ee ea dk gpreaBicient 16 tuearthe slic. motor 

long rural telephone lines. Linked together, the strips 

deliver power at about 80 watts of electricity per tensity. It has a 20 power microscope located so that 

square yard of surface when the sky is clear from the observer can watch the effects on the material be- 

clouds or haze. However, as excess power must be ing tested. In addition to its extremely high tempera- 

generated during the sunny hours to allow for night ture, the furnace produces “really clean” heat, which is 

and cl ay usage, the area neede ratea —_ ‘ ; 1 a : 
ve . ondly “ : see TS rea needed to eed a important in materials testing. The heat has no com- 
& > a UW 21eC 3 oa 3 é € : . . : 

. Oe eee % OR fe sunny orear 4Y  bustion products, there is no electric or magnetic field 
would have to be increased from 3 to 5 times; or fa and there i bl SACI he 
at 60 square feet of silic “oe interference, and there is no problem concerning the 
about 60 square feet of silicon wafer would be neces- Iting. of the furné -ucture. Informati ained 
sary to keep a 100-watt bulb burning constantl melting ‘of ‘the furnace structure;. Information ‘Baines 

¢ 8 staneye by Convair technicians on the materials is expected to 

As the battery is improved, much better results are help greatly in the solution of complex engine and 

expected and undoubtedly will be achieved. It is friction problems. y E 
already ahead of the new atomic battery, which has 

produced only one millionth of a watt by converting Solar Generator 

radioactive rays into current. 5 
The recent development of a miniature solar gen- 

erator by Wright Air Development Center has great 

Solar Furnace : promise in eventually converting sunlight into electrical E Y is & 

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation (Convair) energy in large enough quantifies fo run Housebold 
of S: : oo : ; appliances and possibly factories. The generator is 

San Diego is presently using the country’s largest an ae re a 
solar ture : : ‘ quite simple, consisting of a positive electrode of silver 
solar furnace to study various metals and ceramic ma- 2 : : 
terials and on ad 3 on one side of a cadmium sulfide crystal with a nega- 
erials and their properties at extremely high tempera-  ,. aay . 

Hires. ‘The: fara . . . tive electrode of indium on the other. When light 
ures. The furnace, which produces the highest tem- ; ‘ : 
— 5 OE k . strikes the solar generator, a direct current electrical 

perature of any known method, was designed by Dr. tential is induced which is carried out by the elec 

Willi M. Conn and originally used at Rockhurst Col- POLED 1 meu we Lee oe eee ne y 
lege trodes to a wire running from the positive electrode 

through the desired electrical machinery and back to 

The temperature at the ;; inch focal point, which is the negative electrode, completing the circuit. (Fig. 3) 

34 inches from the center of the 120 inal polished Donald C. Reynolds and Lt. Col. Gerard M. Leies 

aluminum mirror (See Fig. 1), is around 8500° F., well discovered the secret behind the success of the gen- 

above the carbon arc’s 6300° F. and the oxyacetelyne crator-crystal cadmium sulfide The first model had a 

torch’s 5800° F. This temperature can be reached only a a ‘ 
3 as : crystal about %4 inch on a side and supplied enough 

with perfect sky conditions, and since frequent trouble A ~ sai 
with clouds and haze has | tered. the f current to run an electric clock. It appears possible 

v 1ouds « NaAZe as e) re [- 
vou @ haze has been encountered, Me ty that a 4 x 15 foot slab would supply enough current to 

nace is soon to be moved to a nearby mountain top « : ‘ 3 
; operate all lights and appliances in a house, using bat- 

where the atmosphere is much clearer. : Baar wae : 
teries to store the power for night time use and cloudy 

The mirror is mounted to move with the sun and is days. This new generator certainly looks promising and 

equipped with a shade to control solar radiation in- may be one of the main power sources of the future. 
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Other Solar Energy Utilization Projects Acknowledgements 

(1) Scientists are working on many different methods —_1. “Chemical and Engineering News,” May 3, 1954. 

to increase the efficiency of natural photosynthesis, 2. “Chemical and Engineering News,” June 21, 1954. 

which is around one per cent or lower. One possibility 3. “Journal of Metals,” June, 1954. 

along this line is the mass production of algae in man- 4. “Heating and Ventilating,” April, 1954. 

made growing beds. By fertilizing the producing me- 5. “Chemical Engineering,” July, 1954. 

dium with carbon dioxide, much higher light intensi- 6. “Life,” January 4, 1954. 

ties could be utilized; and the algae thus grown could 7. Bell Telephone Laboratories News Releases. 

be dried and used as a fuel, an animal feed, or even in 8. J. Farrington Daniels, U. W. Chemistry Depart- 

the human diet. Another slightly different region of ment. 

research is the storing of solar energy in controllable, 9. William M. MacNevin, Ohio State University. 

reversible chemical reactions. As in most solar energy 10. I. F. Hand, U. S. Weather Bureau, Blue Hill Ob- 

projects, the field is quite promising despite the many servatory, Milton, Mass. 

problems connected. _—___ 

(2) Solar power plants, using concentrated solar heat 

directed on steam boilers. The steam produced could Campus News 

be used to generate electricity, run machinery, etc. (Continued from page 36) 

This las be Sao favonte inventors project for many Foundation in work closely related to his field of study. 
years, but initial costs are extremely high in installing ‘ : ‘ setore « es 
such a system, The student in successive semesters alternates etween 

‘ : . classes and work at the Foundation until he earns his 
(3) Production of fresh water from sea water by : 

. 5 . BS. degree. During the semesters he works, the stu- 
evaporation, using the sun’s rays as a heat source. Re- : 2 wee 

é dent receives stipends based on current competitive 
cent shortages of natural ground water in many sec- 

tions of the country will undoubtedly cause good pro- tates: : ; . . 
motion of this particular idea; and it may be pressed Northwestern University also offers this co-operative 

to use in some coastal cities even though not economi- plan as an option in all of their engineering curricula. 

cally feasible in most localities. The plan has many advantages, but also some dis- 

(4) Utilization of the temperature gradient between advantages which bear close consideration by high 

surface ocean water and deep ocean water. Although school students now thinking of college engineering 

the only attempt to prove the value of this idea resulted educations. Further information can be obtained from 

in the loss of a huge pipe which was to be used in the _ the offices of Admissions of the respective institutions. 

system, it is still a possibility as a future power source. END 

Much More Research Needed Overheard in Dean’s office— 

Most of the above developments, and other recent Dean *t0 SDEMESIME. s tudent: “Aren't you ashamed 

i : A : __ to be seen here so often? 
inventions such as solar cookers now in use in India ; ‘ 

and solar hot water heaters, must have many improve- Student: Why, I've always thought of this as a 

ments before mass production is begun and prices thus respectable place. 

reduced to compete with ordinary devices on the open =§——— a ———___— 

market. As conventional fuel supplies run shorter and 
shorter, however, the world will necessarily demand 

wide-spread usage of solar and atomic energy. Through E V A N S 

the great atomic energy research projects conducted by 

the government, progress in this field has been rapid, Radio and Television 

but such energy sources will, by their nature, have to ° 

be in expensive, huge, central power stations. This is Sales and Service 

where solar energy has one big advantage over the — 

power in the atom—it can be successfully used in small, . 

inexpensive, isolated units, such as those needed to heat Madison's Oldest 

houses. (A recent report predicts 13 million solar- Television Dealer 

heated houses in the U. S. by 1975). = 

There is one very important fact to remember about 

this subject—it is quite improbable that a practical atom 720-724 University Avenue 

or sun-powered vehicle or train can ever be perfected; Dial 5-7294 

| and therefore the world should try to keep the fuel 

and coal reserves for this use and harness the sun and <>) 

the atom for producing electricity and heat. Remember, there is no substitute for experience. 

END 
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So You Think You’ © You Think You're «7 
Le t 

SMART! yy 
e n~ 

(4 
by Sneedly, bs’59 Y 

Well, if you were able to solve all of last month’s 
problems, you did a better job than I did, lazy as I 
may be. Although I had the benefit of knowing about 
a typographical error on the math problem, I did not 

| come up with the right answer. (I only took Math 7.) 
Let’s all give the puzzle another try, however; here is 
the problem as it should have appeared: only seven units. The proprietor placed two men in the 

While correcting some test-papers, a math instructor first room, then he placed the third man in the second encountered one that was extremely illegible. He 00m, and fourth man in the third room, the fifth man 
passed the following problem along to me, and am_ in the fourth room, the sixth man in the fifth room, the 
passing the buck to you: seventh man in the sixth room. He now had one room, 

xxx the seventh, left, and therefore went back to the first 
JS room where he had placed the two men, took one out 

x and put him in room seven; thus, as the example states, 
Xx3 putting eight men in seven rooms and giving them all 
XXX separate rooms. Explain how this was accomplished. 
XXXX 

XXBX_ "3 8 

The x’s represent numbers too illegible to be read. For- Here is a problem, the solution 0 walch 1 may not 
tunately this person, who, incidently, could hardly have be able to find, not being an engineer. It is a problem y person, > Yy, cou y, 
been an engineer, was able to write 3’s which could be that some of you may have seen before, but I shall try 
read. The x’s can represent any numbers—it is up to to give you a hard time with it again now. 
you to determine them. Answer next month, I hope. A truck is to cross a desert 400 miles wide. It can 

es ee carry a load of 200 gallons of gas, 20 gallons of which 
For those of you who solved the infantry problem must be in its fuel tank initially, and may not be re- 

of last month (the answer was 8 M.P.H. to you engi- moved. The truck gets 1 mpg, and there is a dump of 
neer). I have another which is somewhat similar. A cans and gas at the edge of the desert. It is apparent 
friend of mine got off work early one day and so took that the truck must establish dumps in the desert. How an earlier commuting train home, arriving at the home can this be done to minimize fuel consumption? How 
station just one hour early. His chauffer, who always much fuel will it take? It is said that Rommel’s lieu- 
started from the house so as to meet the train precisely, ae tig ee . : : tenant did it with fewer than 1600 gallons; can you? met my capitalist friend walking home, picked him up 
and returned home, arriving ten minutes earlier than a 8 8 
usual. The chauffer drove at 30 mph. If you can, tell Finally, here’s the answer to that key chain problem 
me how fast my friend walked. (Again, this problem is of last month. The catch to the solution, which you 
best worked without the aid of slide rule, and paper.) may or may not have recognized, is that whan one link 
Having rendered the engineers helpless once again, I : > 
shall promise to give the answer next month; the rest *% cut, it unfastens completely from the rest of the 
of you readers, I trust, will have found the answer chain. Therefore, for every cut, there will be a single before:then: link free. The chain needed to be cut in only two places 

eo 8 6 to satisfy the conditions of the problem. The two links 
Eight men went to a motel for rooms. They each cut were the fourth and the eleventh. If you don’t 

wanted a separate room, but the motel consisted of — believe it—try it yourself. 
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Po ee 

a ade | 
_ 1 - ; 5 1 

Po d ae a 

‘— a 2} 

_ Set m. &§ Le _ 

Most businesses are helped — r ie a bs oe 8 
today by Hercules’ business Lo N ve Mm. 4 
... the production of synthetic t- “ é oY ‘4 LAF on , : 

resins, cellulose products, chemical f pond ° wv Fe ae ; 
cotton, terpene chemicals, rosin and SS we omg 7 ee 2 ae ‘ = ew i rosin derivatives, chlorinated prod- | , 
ucts, and many other chemical proc- f Se 
essing materials—as well as explosives, S } j . a " + oe ‘ ; Ee Through close cooperative research poe 4 2 j te _ 
with its customers, Ilercules has helped tC « — ly Be 
improve the processing or perform- 3 i — t . | 
anc any rial < consume — “lias oe ance of many industrial and consumer _ = oy, _ so | 
products, a 2 3 as — 

a ree 

a BEAUTIFUL BUT TOUGH—*-Saucy Walker” greets “Mary Hartline”, famed star of TV. fa ee ee Both dolls are members of the ever-popular Ideal Toy family. Molded with Hercules | +..MEEP SUBWAYS CLEAN Nereocel® Cellulose acetate, the dolls have that combination of beauty and durability oo that spells increased sales... . happy children . . . satisfied parents. 

ee ey rl . a 

= st f Uae as ee CT CS 
c.f 0 6 lle — or boo ee - 
Lode Ci _ 

ee : Z 4 
_ ==. 2 . 

Po > ~ H piss 
ONE PAINT IN AHUNDRED—Toronto’s new $50,000,000 oe 
subway is modern in every way, including its glisten- |. aed 
ing tile walls and brightly painted ceilings. For the r 
ceiling, a paint was needed that could resist high 
humidity. More than 100 were tested and a paint FOR A WHITE HOT RECIPE—Pouring molten metal to produce castings weighing based on Hercules Parlon® (chlorinated rubber) 30 tons or more places a heavy demand on the sand. Molds and cores for steel and selected. On all types of surfaces, interior and ex- cores for iron ‘stay put’? when bonded with Truline® binder. Yet cores are easily terior, Parlon paints are providing outstanding service removed when metal has set. And Truline means cores can be baked in half the normal at lower long-term cost. time, preventing foundry oven bottlenecks; reducing man hours per ton. 

acer 

ah [ ‘RC [ 7 [ F AS HERCULES POWDER COMPANY 

Wilmington 99. Delaware 
Sales Offices in Principal Cities 
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by I. R. Drops 

M. E. Prof. (to student who is Golf is a game in which a ball One prospective engineer to an- 
half an hour late) “You should have 14 inches in diameter is placed on — other: “Buck up old man! Why 
been here at nine o'clock.” another ball 8,000 miles in diam- — don’t you drown your sorrow?” 

Student: “Why, what hap- eter. The object is to hit the small “I can't, my E, E. teacher is 
. wd” s » larve 2 . > . . pened? Sa. ball, but not the large one. stronger than I am,” replied the 

. . eo 8 forlorn one. 
Textbook style: “The puissance 

of hydrochloric acid is incontest- College Lad (arrested for speed- e 8 26 

able; however, the corrosive resi- ing): “But your honor, I am a col- 

due is inharmonious with metallic lege boy. Prof. Buck looked toward the 

persistence.” udge: “Ignorance is no excuse.” _ next green, waggled his driver con- I Juag, 8 8 1, Wags) 

Lab report style: “Don’t use hy- 44 & fidently and declared, “That’s good 
T Y y y > gi 

drochloric acid to clean your pipes, AG . . 1 for one long drive and a putt.” He 

it eats the hell out of them.” ne engine Was racing Cown ‘gave his club a mightly swing, 
<8 & the street, its siren shrieking, when blasted up about two inches of 

; i a drunk came staggering out of a 

“What's, the: int, doorway. Spying the fire en xine he id, nel, aemaued ty Ret “the Ball 
“Just bought a textbook and Tm Ae PyNe wie ene ‘ about three feet from the tee. 
ik ; lass before tl gave mad chase for three blocks 

trying bo get toc ASS efore the screaming “STOP! STOP!” The caddy stepped forward, 

next edition comes out. scully ee 3 . . handed him the putter, and sug- 
oe Finally, out of breath, he ted. “Now f. hell tt 

duxe 3% dropped panting to the pavement gested, Now for one nevuye: pul 
Did you hear about the wreck? ®. pag a 

“N oo and shook his fist. “All right—you se 

wee . can keep your no good peanuts.” 
Yeah, four professors and one ° ; : 

student were idlled:? ee 8 Out of the wild and wooly West 

“pepe fellow.” Kissing is just so much chemis- comes this hazardous adventure. 

o 0 @ try, according to Douglas Walk- It seems that a grizzled old pros- 

: ‘ ae wn ; ‘ ector was reminiscing for a | \ 
| Officer: “Cadet why didn’t you ington, chemist for Canadian In- ee was Harland” ‘i a 

on ‘ 3 Engla onderfoots. 
salute me yesterday? dustries. It has to do with a crav- igh . “7 ng ok dew ted 

Be 9. oe _ . eg ore é e drawled, 
Cadet: “I didn’t see you, sir. ing for salt. “t ere Li Wass ' e 1 ¢ enh 

‘ an apped in a narrow draw with a 
Officer: “Thank heavens, I The cave man found that salt rapped ma narrow y 

thought you were mad at me.” helped I him off in th ~ hungry ole grizzly not twenty 

oO $a 8 ‘ he ped Cook au 0 ns “he naka yards away behind a tree. Th’ only 

Teack . h i] eat: — en i at site ; way I could figger to bag the crit- 
Teac her (warning er pupils get salt by licking his neighbor's yy was to ricochet a ball off th’ 

against catching cold): “I had a cheek. Also that it was more inter- canyon wall to th’ right. Now bein’ 

little brother seven years old, and esting if the neighbor was of the 4 champeen shot like 1 am I just 

one day he took his new sled out opposite sex. gauged th’ wind, judged the lead 

into the snow. He caught pneu- Then everybody forgot about of the barrel and th’ rate of twist, 

nile and died three days tates salt. th’ hardness of th’ rifle ball and th’ 
Silence for ten seconds. A voice ee 8 : _ 3 

. angle of yaw it'd have bein 

from the means Where s his sled? A. pessimist is a fellow who — smacked out of shape agin th’ wall, 

. ’ and always looks in both directions be- and I figgered my chances of nail- 

te ime a fo nine fore crossing a one way street. in’ thet bar were about 70-30. A 

. ‘ee chat clown a oa 8 one rail bank shot. A controlled 
A joke that’s clean . 5 » 

ricochet. So I let fly. 
And also funny. Freshman: “I don’t know.” . ; 

o 8 8 Sophomore: “I’m not prepared.” The old man paused. Softly one 

“To err is only human, but when Junior: “I don’t remember.” of the tenderfeet gasped, “Did you 

you wear out your eraser before Senior: “I don’t believe that I get him? 

you've used up the pencil, you are can add anything to what has been “Nope,” replied the prospector. 

overdoing it.” said.” “Missed th’ wall.” 
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eum sate YOUR BEARING NOTEBOOK 
\/ 
iV V : US ctl | EX 

(| HT ssi e 

UTE = eB How to increase bevel 
~{ an ieee Ht =I > = 

Ke rise te eo y \ gear life 
i me ST |S 

j \ I ~ Ib Le yg hy | The shafts that hold the bevel gears in this 
i \ Mex U an AS farm machine gear box carry two kinds of 

ff \ cay | | ie loads. Loads from the bevel gears run 1) 
poY I along the shaft and 2) at right angles to it. 

y \ | Timken® bearings, being tapered, carry both 
” Py ie loads at once, hold gears rigidly in place. 

 @ Perfect tooth-mesh is maintained; gears last 
C 7 | ri) longer. 

we | i) 

LW 

J 
® e Ay How TIMKEN” bearings s Fave 

hold shafts rigid a 
The line contact between rollers and races of = L_) = 
Timken bearings gives shafts rigid support over a a) 
wide area. Shaft deflection is minimized. And end- OK/ - 
play is eliminated because the tapered design of 2 — 
Timken bearings lets them take radial and thrust A cS ® 
loads in any combination. * 

tt 

_ Want to learn more about 
i =) bearings or job opportunities? 

tet is » 1 a edie wl bee eee ee you'll face after 

ae : LC —_ plications. For help in learning more | | | 
TRADE-MARK REG. U. 5. PAT. OFF i ' i cu | it about bearings, write for the 270- | ae o a i] 

TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS __\ LY a page General Information Manual | |) (04 on ads Fnsscenar on Timken bearings. And for infor- . ee | 
Aa Ee mation about the excellent job op- | TN | 

je portunities at the Timken Company, NaN i 
usb write fora copy of ‘ThisIs Timken”. 

The Timken Roller Bearing Com- 
pany, Canton 6, Ohio. oa 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER © THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER o> 
f BEARING TAKES RADIAL b AND THRUST -@- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION we 
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do you go from here? NM OAS, 

Year after year, we draw on these nine schools for eS iy . 

electrical, mechanical, industrial and general engineers. PENN STATE 

If you are looking for a future with real opportunities ' A 

for growth and advancement, Square D has a lot to offer. : des 

The potential growth and development of the electrical i wi] ' 

industry is tremendous — doubling every ten years, in fact. : ree EAs a. 

And Square D is a long established, top ranking name a. aoe . ae 
in that expanding industry. Equally important, Square D i po Pane Se 

offers the kind of personalized training GEORGIA TECH 

that equips you to go far... fast! fh | 

Why not let us tell you more about Square D 4 2 a | 
2 £ Rete. y a a Al oe and what we have to offer? . ou oa a al ae Pay 

TTlail the Coupon jaa 
OHIO STATE 

We'd like to send you a brochure, I Square D Company, Dept. SA 4 
ee . ° ” - * | 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michiga Your Engineering Career.’ It gives the simple rules | Ta linen eanyehe Square ne bronnre, 

to follow in selecting an engineering career. | “Your Enginecring Career” | 

_— J Nome 
— tsi cm — | 
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK=—No. 12 in a Kodak Series . ll a 
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When photography peered inside... 1 

the battery shrank in size...lasted longer | 'itterterns 
how anode grows in 
use. From such facts, 

. . . . . . F National Carbon devel- | 

In air-depolarized hearing-aid batteries, anode size determines battery oped a battery with the 

life. But anodes swell in use. How big could one be for a tiny new case? javgeet teeelbles sanade 

National Carbon Company used x-rays and photography and found out. 

EW electronic developments were making _ In fact, graduates in the physical sciences and in 

’ hearing aids more effective, smaller, more engineering find photography an increasingly valu- 

convenient. What was needed was a power supply able tool in their new occupations. Its expanding 

equally advantageous. Could this be had without use has also created many challenging opportuni- 

sacrifice in battery life? ties at Kodak, especially in the development of 

National Carbon Company thought so—put x-ray large-scale chemical processes and the design of 

photography to work—and came up with a mighty complex precision mechanical-electronic equip- 

midget “Eveready” with unusually long life. ment. Whether you are a recent graduate or a 

Checking internal conditions like this—proving qualified returning serviceman, if you are inter- 

the soundness of castings and welds—inspecting — ested in these opportunities, write to Business & 

the inside of “sealed-in” assemblies—are all in the — Technical Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak Com- 

day’s work for photography. pany, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.



Looking ahead with General Electric 

@ e e,°@ 9 

in leadership qualities? 
— rrr—S—SS : 

——rtwtw~w~”O—O— ; i _ - [ie ‘er a Personal integrity 

ee | ioe ced personality 
- Ly | bd) a ae (A A well-balan 
ie! | a oS ; . and unde 
eo a-sp < oas, ce ile 
Oe ON EE bility to 

ag voi \. lO -Well-developed abunty. 

ee Cl OS think clearly 
a re No fe 

— --.lmUmUmmUmUmMCUrrt~S=~—S~—is—S 

cm aelUl™lé«<CédNC Ce CU judgmen 

“Ss \  ¢ = 2s Persuasiveness 

Va/msl A a oO le wv Clear-cut object! 

Xia =  . Npundant enerBy 1 pate : 
: ell the drive essential 

-— ft FY I~ sactives 
_ ’ ff FC Ceeing objectiv a 

: ) \SaD 
A young man who can lead has always had a good Ten traits we look for, above, add up to a pretty good 
chance of success, but his prospects were never better indication of potential success in business. Not everyone 
than now. There’s a steadily growing demand in industry : ome 
for _ wehcaet ; ’ has them all to a top degree, but the basic characteristics 
or men to fill top professional and management jobs . .. : 
fellows with a special ability to work well with other people aoe always present and can be developed in the men we 
and inspire their best work. At General Electric, we’re pick to help lead General Electric. We hope you can rate 
constantly on the lookout for them. yourself very high on the list and find it helpful. 

EDUCATIONAL RELATIONS, GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., SCHENECTADY, N. Y. 

‘tunities for G-E YOU KNOW? Opportunit DID ‘ & leadership jobs are expected Fe ay 
£ @ # - the next LO OSLO (5 /mportant ase aes 
AN di DPI: 10 double in the a 

&\ ; S years. The need: technica 

\ —Z and non-technical profes- G 3 | 3 R A i 3 A C if R | i 
my sionals and managers.
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